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Abstract 
Thia thaais describes an experiment conducted 
to compare the response and performance of a programmer 
urider the two current modes of program development: 
conversational t1me=ehar1ng and batch proceasingo 
Thia comparison was made through a measurement and 
analysis of programming errorso The research reported 
herein had two specific obJectiveso First to develop 
a procedure for identifying, classifying, and analyz-
ing programming errors as a measure of performance, 
and secondly to ascertain experimentally if certain 
types of program.ming errors are more frequently occurr-
ing and more difficult to correct under conversational 
;time-sharing than unddr the batch mode of processing. \ 
From an analysis of the growing body of scientific 
knowledge in this area and ob~ervation or student pro-
grammers, an error classification scheme was developed 
and tested. Then a series ; of experimef;Jts w~~ dle_sig_ned 
· ..... --: --~.-:_;~~.~~·-:~:~;-,~:_,:.- -~;, ... ::i:(··..;·.·.: .. :::f~:~ .. -·.,:':"....,_. :'; .. ---,;:·- .. -~·,, .·. ':.:' .·,·.. .. 
. :· . . 
andQconducted at the Western Electric Graduate Education_ 
~- -· -~--- .. : ,. · Center. While the experiment~! analysis revealed some 
' 
---.. ----. ---· 
• , I 
.. 
- ·-· - '? ___ !. -• •.. -
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...----,: __ ·_. _J)·Qrrect1·on:;·i~-~f'ew conclus1·ve·~·-re··sult.s .•• -re- ·obtained 'due· . 
to,insufficient data. 
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A TRANSFORMATION error is created from an 
incorrectly translated set of program steps aven 
though the programmer correctly perceived the oper-
ations necessary to perform the desired function. 
Th.is kind of error took more runs or executions of 
the program to detect and correct under time-sharing 
than under batch operation. The conclusion 13 that 
it takes longer (more runs) to find these errors 
because the subject is so "close" to the segment of the 
program 1n front of him (not the whole program listing}. 
He has the very convenient and quick option to re-
execute his program rather than look over it all for 
errors (desk checking). 
, . 
Also identified are areas where further research 
is urgently needed and guidelines for proper experi-
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Section 1 
Objectives 
It ~a the intent of the research and exp~Bimen-
tation reported herein to expand ~on the growing body 
of knowledge related to the interaction of man and 
machine in the computing environment. These experiments 
deal specifically with a comparison of programmer 
response and performance under the two programming 
~dee - conversational time-sharing and batch proces-
sing. This comparison is facilitated through an 
analysis of programming errors and how they influence 
programmer response and performance. 
The· research had two objectives: 
·· l. ·To develop a suitable method and procedure 
for using program error as an experimental 
measurement and an indicator or performance •. 
~ :'. - . . -···· . This required desi.gn of a classification 
. ,:;; •<·-, ..... - -.. : -,-_,. 
;~-
__ . ___________ -~ ____________ _:_ ______________________ ,e-eheme which would permit one to logicall:r. ' ·- •---·----- .. -· - -
. . . 
===::::::;:z===.-:..-::: ... : .. - . -. '. 
· - · · · · segregate and classify types of errors 
.' -c· ..... ---:.,:.:, :,;:;-~~l(:::·:-~:,-~--~ -~7.:·;~--~ -~~- ~. ' 
,. 
, -.· .· e· '. -.-.. •·-·-Jo.·:•, 
- :;. - '' _,, -·;-~·- --·--- ' - -. . ' . . ._-: -
., : ·~ · 1 
. •, ! 
. '. 
• < ·- -, 
.. 
.acteristic_s . - ,_'._;,~ ··-'''- --
'-, . 
. --· - ....... . . .. : , . I\: ... 
. ·. ' .. ·2·· 
.. ' ,· . . . . . 
.To investigate experiD1ebtally the·existence 
- :..:: ' 
, -
of a phenQm~QO_r,_ e_nt].tlecl--by-:c-the author-,----~, -:::-::: .. a,.,·--~,-·-······ 
___________ _:__~--~-- ' . . . . 
--- ·-"'"·--~. __ _._~.__ ........ _.__, _____ -.:..~ ......... --'--'-----------~--------
--- -c---·-··-···-,·-i.'7--,.-· 
·.---····_--·-·--··-···· ,. ···-,.·. ·----'----··· -- ~ ·- ----- ,.:. _,. __ .. .·-... --.-' .. '-~·' . 
,, ---- --~ 
. . 
• • -~ .__ . (J .• 
0 .. , • •• - C ' 
. --. 
. ... i,. 
. ·.,' 
.. • '----<.) . ; . . -: 
i .. ' . 
. .... _ .. 
, . 
. ,._.;... .... _ .. ___ .·•·· .. '.,1--:· ··---· --·~---·· -. 
. . ·.: --3--.... . 
.• ' 
. . -· 
. _·: .: .. :....--,-·--~--·-·o\··'-···-·-.---c--····· =-:....··---.~~- _.::_·:______:__ ···:....:.:......:.~--· ~--· -·- -- -
..... _. 
. ,'l "j, "' _1. 
. y .• 
. '•,j 
. . . . I, < '·: ... ,·,:,:::;::: .. :cv.' , .'. , , : .: ... : .. ; <·' ,. ,.·. > : . <, ..-.... , '--·- ·" ? ,,,:,c,,~-'·:··-··~""~--,--·--~- - ---- - - -- , ,, ......... ~-·''" .,.,,.-,,x~e:., ... , . ·- . . . -- ~-----·. 
r 
··-· 
"The Principle of Forced Interaction" 
wh1cr1 been defin,ed aa: 
An overv1e~, of program construction, 
particularly an understanding ()f the 
logical relationships or program 
modules, is substantively :restricted 
by the incremental compilation and 
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Section 2 
~ckgroupd and .Critig,ue of Sub_Ject Research 
With the advent of asynchronous input/output oper-
ations on computing systems in the late fifties, it 
became possible to perform simultaneously the operation 
of a co111plt'ter vs central processor and 1 ts input/output 
processorso Programmers immediately set themselves to 
the task of using this new hardware capability to 
maximum advantageo Initially this meant better 
organization of individual programsQ Input/output 
operations were strategically placed to achieve maxi-
• • 
. mum use or the central processor. It did not take long, 
however, for the idea t.o be extended to that of operating 
two programs "simultaneously" so that one performed 
input/output operations while the other used the central 
processor. The objective was to maintain the fullest 








~I system· which could function simultaneously. Under this 
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t, ·--·-·· . ' i, . ·. ,- transfer control frequently from one program to anothe~· . . 
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I · ····co;.__. ___ ~=~-~--~- :_~1 thout necessari.ly waiting; fo·r an··y of the· programs to· , -........ -··---~ -- - -- .··· ·.--- -~-- --:; --- ---- -------- -
. termin~te. Since portions of programs t1'ere: sharing the· --·· ~-- =-~-- ~--:-~ 
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program.portions;· the term time~sharing arose. 
•· . 
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Concurrent to the development of the above 
techniques, people were experim~nting with the idea of 
connecting many electric typeis,ri ters or teletyp0t1ri ters 
to a computer and using them as on--line input/ot.1tput 
devices¢ It was recognized at the onset that, if men 
were going to use these teletypewriters as on-line 
devices1 there would be a lot of very slow input and 
output operationso Not only would programs be delayed ~ because of the slowness of the transfer rates of these devices, but they would be further delayed by the users for slow rates of typing. Time~sharing of programs 
"s1multaneoualy 0 in the computer was the logical techni-
.... 
;: .. ·. 
' 
que to employ for this situation . 
Time-Sharing 
Time-sharing, however, is-embedded in an on-line 
,environment, and there are special time constraints imposed 
·on the design. Previously, it W&$ only necessary to 
. '' " --- ·-·~' ............... ' . ' 
switch from program to program to maximize µt.i.112..at.ion-·-- ---··- .. -·=·0=~--;~;:;~cc::: -~:~,~-- . ,. . , - ,, ~ ....... " , .. '~ 
. 
. 
. ·-"'-··":.''· :.:'' '::C::~<,~~:.~~:~--·~ .... o.r" ·all the components I of the hardware. In the on-line 
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_ --~-- ·--7: __ . _____ ~- ---------pass control to the Jobs or the different users at 
--· ·.· ~frequent int~rvals so as· not to ignore any user· for a 
substantial length o.f time . lest he become--a1sencnanted ·· 
- :c' "~., ..... >'.'-Ji. 
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with the system. With th1e additional demand, even if 
a single job program ~1ere exercising the componentB of 
the computer to their greatest extent 111 th maximum 
efficiency, that program would have to be suspended 
periodically in order to make the system available to 
other uaerso 
This additional aspect to the notion of time-
sharing is quite signif!canto It is so s1gn1f1cant, in 
fact, that the requirement to respond to all users or 
the system has become the major characteristic or time-
sharing- systems and the term has become identified with 
this characteristic almost to the exclusion of the 
previous notion--that of maximizing utilization ot all 
the components of the hardware. The term "time-sharing" , ,-· 
can be defined then as: 
1. 
' 
. The operation of a computer facility . _.--_ ..... 
. ... ' .. 
· .. - _____ that permits many users to operate the facility simulta~eously, or apparently simultaneously~ in such a way that each is or can be completely unaware 




There were primarily three experimenta·l. programs . -- --·- _.,-~-------·-. -- - ......... - ..... -·.-----~ ...... --- .. -----:-:----... ~-~-- -· 
. ------ - ---
- -------- -----
. ·. "---~'--~ --~~~---c-~- -where the . time-sharing· system was conceived and. developed. ·.. · 
. 
. 
. ~ l. · MIT developad t-:tie Compatible Time~Sharing . . . ' 
. 
. . 
., .. ·:, ... - ·'; ·; ::·- -
_ .. ·:-- .. -
-·: • ---· . ·;...;,;4-..._ r • 
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2. SDC developed Time-Sharing (TSS) for 
Advanced Research Project Agency of the 
Department of Def0nae (1964) 
3 o R.AltJD Corporation developod JOSS, the 
Johnn1ac Open-Shop System (1964) (13) 
Commercial applications have emerged and now most 
major computer hard~are manufacturers are offering 
&Qme version of time-sharing facilities. 
In time=sharing utilities, particularly, the term 
,, 
time-sharing also means expense sharing of overall 
systems costs among a large number of users. Time-sharing 
facilitates quick and direct access to the computer when 
the user wants it. For most computing tasks, the user 
(often remote) can get the results he wants in a matter 
,:_·.,~~ · · of minutes rather than hours. or days. In the time-
sharing environment the user may exert a degree of 
control over his program and may change his mind or at 
' 
. 
- least do things d.i:fterently- as · he intera~ts .witJ}.,,the;.,~,:::t~i"'\,,:it,,,,yfcJ'.~·111·1..,ti<.~~~~~r:~; .. ~~,)i c~~=:-~: · 
--~,,,+ace;'._,,,"·,~~,,"=·;," ·comP~tCitr cW1th'1n ~;~· i~m~-;~· ~~ t~e ~1steml. . .·· . 
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computer o This is particularly true tt1h0n comparing 
smaller systems of either typeo Proponents of the time-
sharing concept claim that the higher cost is justified in terms of convenienca to the user, faster (elapsed 
time) program development and reduction., therefore, 1n 
manpower requirementsG 
Converaa~i9.nal ?ro~ram~ing 
Because of the on~line interactive nature of time-
sharingJ> direct man/computer commun1c~tion through a 
«~ 
"pseudo=-natural languagevv format and pace is a reality. 
This is achieved through conversational programming. 
Conversational mode programming means on-line · 
generation of a program with incremental compilation and 
execution in a time-sharing environment •. It involves a 
high degree o·t man/machine interaction since program 
compilation, modification~ and execution are all controlled 
via a set of easily learned commanQs issued by the 
_, ·-···- ---,··· 
_:.~--·~ ·-
--·· user at the remote console .. ,: ,_ . ' - . . _ •.. -. --
-- --·-·-· -·.---· --~~_L-;~'.~ .. ~-;·:'. :--~~:.~~~:--.-~~:~~--·---:::-·:: .. -,_.---· - __ .. _ - --- -. . ~. .. ..... ·. -.. - . . . "':,.,_ . ' .. ·. · . .::ci-:'--:;- ··.c= c, ::'C.c: ,~:c=-= ~cc: ·~----:ca':'-c <· :-c··:cc::: .- - ... -.,, 









· . . . . · ____________ compilation of source program statements, which means 
----- --~-~ - --;--~.--- ----- - ~--
' 
that one or more program ~t~tements can be compiled 
.. - ·1ndependent1y·o To ~~(O}~fy __ a __ c_ompiled--statement th·er us-e-x-·---~---'-:~-~-.-,-·. -,-, 
· . recompiles or1ly that statement. To add test to a program 
r 
, ........ 
PTT - ... PE 
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the user issues a command that directa the ayatam to 
insert new material at a specified location. The results 
are very fast ttirnaround tizna for the programmer and 
... 
minimal work for the system in keeping up with the 
program changeso 
Conversational FORTRAN .rv also has a cor.rveniant set 
of on=line debugging features. The user 1s allowed to 
set b1~eakpointa., insert temporary statements that 
execute, but do not become compiled as a permanent part 
of the program, and resume execution at any specified 
I 
point (also(implicit formatting). 
Batch Processing 
Thus, we can now compare the two modes ot computer 
program.ming of interest. B~tch processingj tradition-
ally, is a mode of operation in which a program is sub-
mitted and placed in the queue ot programs ~ait1ng to 
be run. When it is finally run~ the entire computer 
c • , -n ~ >•• •~-~- ---· 
·• 
. . 
System is dedicated (or a specified part in a multi-
• ;:.,./ :; __ 0,:\::w>:'.(~:~:+;,'_~·~;+~;o~,;~~~:'!?(t~~~~~~fj}~~~,'\f,"1.'..<.:,-·.1. --~· >··~·--·····-~-, .. ·- ·· . . - . ' - - __ , :,,-·,- .:,:: -___ : _:-;:.::ce- '-·-• .-1: -- -• ·- ·--.,·..::-~'•;•T•-·;, .,. • ..... 
- . programming environment) to the computation and/or 
•. . ' . . 
-··- ---·--. ··- c-----_ ...... -..... -.. ~,----
...... ~ I. execution ot this Job. . -J---~ • • ...,. - .,.-··-- .,-----·.--~- .. , . Under the ba-tch mode ey~ry Jolt_:'_· ~ 
la run to completion in the sequence submitted to the 
_.c-- •. _·- •. · .. ··,··· .-. ·.· ·a-- computero The batch system is. cha:racteri~@d b;v relative .. _ _, 
. . . . ··- ':- --~·- -- . -·-'-·--·-·--· -- ·-···-·- -- -- --, ... , .--·." . . ' 1,. 
. ' - - . . . . '.. .. . . -!.·:;_.,·.:.·: •.• '
' --- - - - . -: - . ,, 
· ··--· :--~--~"· ·. --~----------. ·. --1y fast inpu-t"and · olitpUt divices and 1ome unique. dEfbugg1ng !i 
" i· ,: ---- ,_. 
tools such as coredwnps and tracigg 111ts. 
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In batch type systems, jobs are stacked and pro-
cessed more or less sequentially on a waiting line basis 
where the umer has only indirect contact t1~1h the 
computer$ Under batch processing, maximum system 
economics are realized with a minimum waste of computer 
rasourceao However3 turnaround times will vary from 
hours to days or even weeks depending on such things as: 
-· 
l. operating system requirements 
2. job priority 
3. estimated computer running time 
__ Under batch systems the useful computations per unit __ _ 
time are maximized by the most efficient use ot the 
... -. 
computing system. 
' --~-- •-•~•-.•- <.•+••~•-.·••+•,-,O"---·'··•>·"-"-":".,--.--.. , -•. • •r· .--
-
Time-Sharing Modification 
Because a significant portion of the computatlonal 
capability of a time-sharing system is devoted to 
relatively non~productive functions such as program swap-
.. 
- ------------- ---
.-p~ng, - -:1d1e· time,-- etc., t}j~ ~Q$..t ___ .effectiveness appeap.a-· -----.--~------- -.---· ..... -------·······' 
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The following 11st characterizes some of the more 
frequently voiced claims for the time-sharing system: 
: '. : 
lo The savings in programmer man-hours and in 
the time required to produce working programs 
under time-sharing more than offset increased 
operating costs over batch 1node o 
2. Programmers grow lazy and adopt careless and 
. . ; __ . ,- ,..;___ ·- ~- .... __ ....._ ..--, ... -- -- -···-. 
inefficient work habits with the availability 
of computing capability under time-sharing. 
~3. Easy access to the computer t,l!lds to make · 
- - . 
----------- - . ----------- ----- >~-~-- .. ~ . . --·-- .. users more prone to casual and costly trial 
. ' .. ' ,. 
" 
.. - . 
- - - --· ____ , ____ .,_ -- --- . - ·--- . 
., , ...-.,--..,,-, · r>'lL'~;-o •-.r,-.•~ ·c:• •cc-·::_. ....... · '-~-...cc-,.~..,....- __ _.. ""·- ,...,._., ____ ,-.. - - · · . -. _,4 - · -
and error computer runs with p@orly prepared 
problems in an effort to trade,cof.f computer 
time against human time. 
- -, " -- ..,......--.-~ .... ---· ~._ ..... - . ~~· .. ,_ 
' ".' , 
- ·-· ·_ •',1,· 
.. \ 
·, .. _,,·.' . '• . ... . 
4. Batch systems encourage more extensive desk 
checking between runs, and thus in effectJ 
errors.are found and corrected quicker. 
. t· .. 
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3~ High capacity, fast turnaround batch systems~ 
What about quality experimen,tal comparison t1:1ork to 
evaluate the features and dra\',Jbacks of the tt10 approaches? 
In man/computer comm1Jnication, 11 ttle experimental 
evidence ex1ata(f There have been f~ve pertinent experi-
mental studies reported and, although collectively they 
do provide an instructive body of knowledge, a critical 
examination of each will reveal substantial gaps in these 
experiments which substantiate the need for the research 
reported hereino Table 2-1 summarizes the environmental 
characteristics for each of the experiments and a compari-
son to the proposed study. The summary of prior work was 
developed by Sackman for the Spring Joint Conference 1968.< 14) 
Notice that in most all the experimf!fits the choice of 
. . 
subjects was limited to students or programmer. trainees .• 
-~ who had a correspondingly brief period of programming 
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to methods previously used. An objective of this resea~ch . 
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teehni·cal conditions of the --industrial setting. · This··· _., -i.·--. 
-·. objective would preclude t_he use of undergraduate pro- · · 
grammars . o:r novice trainees. On the other ·extrcame·.9 those · 
" 
- requirements stated would also preclud·e the u~e o~ highly : . 
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experienc·ed dedicated professional programmers~ The 
subjects chosen for this e1tperimant ,,ould require a 
reasonably tho1~oug.h exposure to scientific and engineer-= 
ing programmingo 
Also significant is the bias stemming from the com-
p11ter related experience of the subjects with the timeff@ 
sharing or batch syatemso The experimants done by 
Erikson at snc(l2) involved subjects who had only on-line 
experience~ On the other extreme Schatzoff, Tsao, and 
W11g(l6) indicated that their subjects had experience 
only on batch systemse To obtain subjects for any experi=-
ment who would have equal familiarity and.skill with 
both systems is extremely difficult but necessary in 
terms of experimental controlo The subjects employed 
in this research~ as in the IBM study or Schatzoff, Tsao» 
and w11g(l6), had little knowledge of time~sharing 
systemso Ho~evers practice sessions on the teletype 
. and 100,-6 monitoriDg ot the time-sharing session should- ---c-
- "- -
- . 
- -~---·---··------'" ------ -
; ) 
.The 12roble~s used if!J the various experiments.include 
., ·_ mathematical.~ 1orobl®m~ · such as v evaluatina; cosine infinite 
se.rit2Js andl intagratiolf.D» -~imulaticnp · sort routines$}_ and 
logic puzzlese ·WnilfJ th®se -are certainly not.an exhaurative 
·,') 
# .. 
• .. ···1:: . .::... ......... ·.:.... 
., J I ,:-· •• 
. . 
. ... . .... -·----·- -· 
.•. _.; ... 1:·•.e<. 
_.,_.____,__ --
·- .-- - '.' t - .. , J • 
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;. 
liat, they do repre5ent a fair sample of the scientific 
programming environment l:Jith the exc0pt1on of statistical 
analysis o For this r0aearcl1. ( in the engineering and 
technical environment in industry) it would be necessary 
to choose probl@ma of this g®neral typeo As Sa.ckman(l4) 
pointlfi ottt, in all the eJcpariments tl1e1 11e 1t1ers no problems 
involving large data files or processing typical of 
the business systems environmento ApparentlyJ) from an 
economical point of view, it is not easy to Justify 
experiments requiring large amounts of computer and pro~ 
gra.mmer time. or course, there are no guides to determine 
what is normal or representative in the scientific or 
business arena of programming and computing, but for the 
limited scope of this research representative problems 
... -- -·-------- ---- ~. -
--- - -
were developed. · 
The on-line/oft line tac111t1es represent one area 
. where key differences between the experiments are 
. -~ 0
_;_~-'- -:-~~- apparent (See Table 2=2). In both Erikll!lon(l2) ~nd the 
- ----~·--·--- --- -..._ -r • • - • 
·····-:: ~--. -~--. ·-.,.,-~--· -- ",c · Grant and Sackman SDo(S) experiments the · programmer was 
' . 
•. ' 
....... ·------·-........ ·-'."'"' ........... ---__,..........-:--- - --. -,- allowed to use the full facilities of. SDC 8 s timecasharing. 
' .: · ... 
. . system • 
. ---------,- -- --
.. - - , .... 
. ' - l . ' - -· -····-··--· --· ----
- - - - ---: 
-~--·"·-··'·-····· . ·:party 1J tiho then made a . time-sharing rl!.n in. a.cc.orda.nc:e 
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c) 1b. -• have debu · .·• ag tool• whiab. an .d.ev·1aad fur tb.e (~ 
211• •••• progrQI de.ck can b• put 1-n ' f 
. . . 
' 
aeveral t1•••= and ••••ral teat a ca.n b• run back to back 
i.;J 
•" _.;.1 w1th ll·O 1ntegerenc• ·-in a normal batch ahop. !Ile reaulta 
of each teat oan be made eom.pletelr available both 
through normal printouts and. through ra·ther massive ott . ' 
~! 
lime dumpfl. Bone ot ·· these tools ia . available to the 
programmer 11'1•n the ltatch·•p.op ia being a1m~lated bra 
·· aeoond party sitting at tu teletJpe.llO) · 
Further-., -the raw hardware _ ett1e1e11c1: _ot. a ba·tch 
',c: - . -·· 
() 
: : '''o . 
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In Smith's study,{18) the basic system was batch~ 
Time-=~haring tra.ta s1mulatsd by providing ssaentially 
0 instant turnaround", 10011, by providing the capability 
of having a Job run while the programmer waited a 
matter of a far;1 minutes o This gives the computer 
availab111 ty of the timet:a>aha.red. terminal .en.vironinent but 
not the l<ind. of communication that ~rould be used.? since 
most existing time~sharing systems compile a program 
line~by~line as it is entered at the keyboard and allow 
syntax corrections during this process. 
- ~-- ~ _.•,• •'••·-;,, ~- ,v···"-·• •' , 
.• -- ·-··'--• ~-·· -•4c.-••·,•· ... ' - ~···;··- •. ' . 
' .. 
It is interesting to note that Smith made the fol-
lowing remark concerning the limited simulation of the. 
.. -~-----~----~- · time~sharing environment with "instant turnaround" batch 
type processing: 
The ·tact that a whole program was run at 
-~ .' -.. 
. ,. 
. once, allowed the programmer to study his 
. . '
____ .... 
·. ··---·-: ... -··"." . 
.. 
·,. . ·'·. .. ~ 
. . . . -. 
entire program bett1een compilation attempt&', thereby giving an opportunity to correct logical errors while eliminating syntax errorso This could be an advantage of 1nst_ant turnaround over actual t1me.c:)shar1ng 
. - . 'i····· .. 
,-- -
. - •·, ·... ' . - - . . -· - '. - ' . ,..._ - ,,::'~· 
•• 
-· .- of the compu$@r; hot1ever, at this peint -· ~-----~-:~~',-:"'-'.'":'::t:l::,i:::::==~?~-=-=-=c:.:c:t=-HK/,:;:,:-~~=:;:;,_,;;:,c:°'~~:.:::;, .. :c:\tz·t··- · \f8 have [{:)0 8Vidf.E!0C8 t;() 8t\l,Ol()Ort thJ.iS COn .. 
_ ·,; ·· J ecture o In· other i~ord~ s correcting · 0 iw. · 
· •·· ·. 
- syntax E?rrors which si.re scattered through.• 
l 
. ·---~.:..~-=;...,=~--:--~--.. --.-'-:·--~~~.'. --"------- ·out a program ·gives an opportunity to ·-~ -~- -- · ·- · · --~ .:··· -· · consider the @verall program logic again, 
·-•-- _ .· __ ._·_ .. ·-.----.:~-. -_.-_.~----.·.- ·_ ----:~·- _ w.hereas .. c_ or. r@cti~. e; syntax one line at a ·-·-· -- ·. . ~ : .· -; -, . · .. · time does not o ( 18 J 
. 
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It is important that t"1e apprec1a.ta Sm1 th u a perceptive-= 
negn at this point as it will become a cornerstone to 
the experiment(; 
Another variable d1.ff1cult to control in the experi-
mental environment 1s the computer lang:a.i~a~~ used~ Both 
Oold( 4 ) and Smith(l8) claimed to have their subjects use 
the same language equally applicable and useful under 
both modeso For Smithva experiments thia waa the 
Burroughs Extended ALGOL and, of course, since time-
sharing lP1as only s1mulated i1ith "instant turnaround" pre-
cisely the same language was used in both, i.e. no conver-
sational debugging tools in the language. It appears that 
Gold, using the DYMAr~ language, had the only compatible 
software packages which differed only in that one 
package ran-t.ifr.!teractively under timecssharing and the 
.other ran under a batch operating system. Otherwise, 
. . . 
. the two languages -were the same, with the same dtiagnoat1ca,-




- ....... ,,.J:;\:.: .t.\~.~?~/;-.~f-~~-~}\~~:-: ~-
the · FORTRAN IV languags was used under both programming_.--------~---·--- .. ----~~-:::.... -. ... __ . ___ .'...__.-·-.s- .... - ·_-·v_---' ... --- :· .- -· .. 
The conversational- (interactive) version of modeso 
FORTRAN IV, however.? did vary slightly in format and 
diagnostics from · ~he batch· version . . · This, · I . think, is 
to be expected since:. 
.. ,. - ---
- ------··-'· . ---- ·- -~-,--· 
-- ,. - _____ .. _ --- -
i 
i 
---·-·~ ___ ...... ,,. __ .-_. --- ·.-.--,--.. ~--·- i.---
.... -, • 
--
1. These represent variations typically found 
bett<1een higher level languages on the two 
systems and 
2. Some of the features; debugging messages, 
forraat, breal<point, etc o are features t"1hich 
only have meaning or value in one mode or 
the otherc 
· Turnaround times under the batch mode in real world 
aitutations vary anywhere from minut~e to weeks with 
,- .,,. ' 
... 
perhaps the most common being a matter of a few hours. 
In the experiments reviewed herein, only Grant and 
- . -~-- ..--·--·. ··- ~··-··· - .-.-, --· -
Sackman controlled turnaround at all and they held it at 
a constant two hours tinder -simulated batch. In Erikson's (12) 
experiment, turnaround was usually several minutes, while 
_wit~ Gold's subjects it was an average ~f twice a day. 
In Smith's experiments at Stanford, turnaround times 
varied from a rew minutes to full days. . It is particularly 
' disturbing, for all the studies, .that it is _not clear- - ------ ~----~~,-~-~---_ 
_ ·;~.-_;._~);r·.~1t;litiM~}i![¥:t'1~..:~h~;Z~t;;rJ;.;.t~},)/i/'::~,:.:·:~. . '· ,'. \ ·/s, \,.,,,;,,;.,,/,\;}:;i:;,}ti)d:~f;rc~W·'·. '-~-- ~~-: ·::·. •,-c:·'•-0~whether SUbje Ct . waiting time. :during 'bat"(ih' turn.around time ,, 
was spent working on the problemo For some of the .... ~ ..... ~- -·-· ~----·-..-·-.. -~ ...... ~--- -·-- - .. _., 
-~ 
. 
-,--~····· ~ --· ... ~- ... ;----· _1_..,__.,._, ___ . -~----~-
. 
. studies, it is not clear whether it was included or ex- . . -f 
cluded in subject logs or marn=hours spent on exp~r1ffiental 
---· - - -- . 
,. -
:tasks_. It seems somewhat unrew8'-rding to conclude . 
. - -:_-~ . . ~ ·: ~ 
. ;. ... 
- --- -- ---
- - - -- ---- -- - ----...------- ---~ --
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Statistically that, with comparable conditions end 
long turnarounds, batch takes longer than t1me-ehar1ng 
in terms of elapsed time if the programmer 1a not work-
·1ng on his experimental task until he received his next 
printout! 
r 
The author•s research includes a closely regulated 
turnaround schedule for the batch mode and a clear 
analysis of allocation of subject's time between turn-
around periodso 
Table 2-3 gives a summary of the experimental pro-
. cedures incorporated in the studies being compared. First 
consider the experimental design. In the exploratory 
study by Grant and SackmanC5) a 2 x 2 Latin Square Design 
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*$ix subjects in each group where each aubJect 
does two different problems ·. 
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' ' 
.. · 1- ' 
Subjects were assigned to the two groups at random, and 
problem order and ion=line/otr line ord·er were counter-
_t ...... , .. 
• I 
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· balanced. The statistical treitment tor this design · 
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COMPARISON OF RECENT & CURRENT RESEARCI-I: Experimental Procedure 
SCHATZOFF 
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SACKMAN ( 12) 
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ficance of maan differences of performance between on-line 
and off line conditions and between the Algebra and the 
!-49.ze problems~ There tt1ere ti~so analyses corresponding to 
the tr~o cri ter1on measures; one for programmer man-hours 
spent 1n debugging and the other for central processor 
timeo A leading advantage of the Latin Square Design for 
this experiment is that each analysis of variance incor= 
porated 24 meaaurementso This configuration permits 
maximum pooled sample size and statistical efficiency in 
the analysis of the result6--aspecially desirable features 
in view of the small subject samples that were uaedo 
' ' 
Erikson(12) used a similar 2 x 2 La.tin Square Design 
and Schatzoff, · Tsao, and vliig(l6) used a Graeco La.tin 
Square model with four problemso In the latter, four 
programming subjects t1ere selected from technically train-
ed undergraduate students w:i,th high p~ogramming aptitude. 
Each individual was assigned an identical set or four pro~ 
grams~ two to be coded under time=sharin~ and two under ··-·---···--··~-·---------·-- -··· . - ----··· ------------- --- - -
. ·-
. . .. 
. -~-
' ' 
··- ---'-·· -··-··· ., .... :,,, ..• ,' ..... , ... ..,...._.~ .. --·--......... -· - .. - ' 
.. 
. , 
batch processingo Note that.the authors-also stated: 
,_' ,-- ···--------·--·- ~ ...... - ··-·· 
·· All subjects had some prior programmm.ing experience and received a review cf IB!ti 7094 batch process~ng t®chniques, a b1~1er orientation on the u~age of the 
1-;, ,· 
,_. ___ ; ·.-":'~ 
. 
DM 1050· consols with the Oompatibl® Time- . s:g.a,ring;rSJet·1m · ( CTSS) and a. summary . cf ... the ... 
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.• 
On the other extreme, Sm1th(l8) uaad only matched 
groups of subjects and compared mean acorea tri thout any 
reported measures of dispersion or any teats of statisti-
cal s1gnifica.nceo After t~o f'am111arizat1on problems, 
four a1:uJ-1gned! problems '!1ere divided equally between 
tch and Instant by as$1gn1ng each student to one of the 
categories indicated below: 
Problem Number l 2 2 ·.· 4 i_ 
... 
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(18) 
----- ·----------------- . 
'., . 
The assignment of these categories was tor the purpose 
. . ' 
ot eliminating proble~s and student bi•s in the com-
.. · parison of Batch and Instant • 
• > .~. • - .... > • 
. ··-···-----·- - -- -· ---·----·----·--···----- --·--·- -- ---~- - - ~-. . - . ··- " 
I • Certainly with. a sample ot tour subjects the 
, . - -, . --"·---.-- - . -·-· . 
· ·. ·. ·;--i-~---;__'-:: _____ . ·schat"zot't., Tltlao., and Wigg( 16) study had to have optimal : _ .. 
statistical etfici®!ilcy to demonstrate reliable reaults; 
• . 
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- --;-'---:-~ .. -----· ... ~:--.. ,.'.-.··-
whereasi» swiih Smitp.Ds sample of' 127 subjects observed 
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Jlone the lass, as Sacl-0nan has pointed out, the absence 
of statistical tests and neglect in reporting measures 
of dispersion in the data.~ from which statistical tests 
may be constr~cted are to be deplored since these 
practices reduce the cost-effective yield of an experi~ 
ment, leave quantitative results ambiguous» and deprive 
the larger community of useful information on individual 
differences o ( 14 ) 
All of the experimenters counterbalanced the order 
ot problems and experimental variables except Gold.(4) 
The experimental vehicle employed by Gold was not really 
a programming task but a computerized simulation model· 
of the construction industry and its market. The student's 
task was to formulate and construct a set of decision 
~ ,, 
ru:les to maximize their profits as an independent, small_ ... _____ ~-----~-
-------· ... 
scale builder in this simulated cyclical market. The 
;. -
·-














· computerized sim~lation model provided criterion perfor-
- ··mance scores t1hich constituted feedback fol? the stud.Elnt-i 
' 
-, •. 




rule inputs ror this opene>enc:!'ed problem. In erf'ec~., . _ : ... ________ ., ___ ;_ __________ -




. a deadline for the. com1>leted simulation probl.em. 
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TI1e re9ordipg pr9ce~ures characteristically included 
computer recording of machine usage, @1ther subject or 
experimenter logs for ~an-hours _spent on experimental taskaJJ 
and questionnaires for recording observations and self-
analysis of performanceso Also, pencil and paper aptitude 
tests were used in several of the experiments; the Basic 
Program.ming Knoviledge Teet (developed by USC) for the 
two SDC studies, and the IBM Data Processing Aptitude 
Test for Schatzoff, Tsao, and Wiig~ and also in the 
research reported hereino Certainly the computer records 
were probably the moat accurate and unbi~sed and the logs 
kept by the subjects were the ones most prone to inten-
tional and unintentional errors. At least in the studies 
.. ·---------------------~-~-·· 
- -
. ·-- ·, w·ith small numbers of subjects., a_s in· the experiments 
reported h~rein, it was easier to keep the subjects under '--
-·· -- ····--··-------
. - --.-
surveillance, to monitor the~r reporting procedures, and 
" to tactfully resolve discrepancies between ·themo, Neither _,,- --- ----'-· --·'. ·-- -- - -- -- ------- -- ·- ~ - - - -
~mi th or Gold with 60 and 127 subjects, respectively, 
,·-- .- .. ·--·- '·- ·-·-------···-=--'-· . ,.___ -- --~- --- -- :.:-:;...-:--c:-:--·· discuss-··any· consideration or bias due to this kind or_ error.,.,,,_ --_;.3:-.~,~-,_:,~.C-·,~-,,. . ·-: .... ·.: .. _.'··.:.,':·'· ', . 'r;:o't:··. ·,- - · .... - . ·.-.-·· ·-·- .. -_ ·;·. . - ' . 
- . 
', .. .". • ... -.. 
.,,._ 
• \ ;· ,. 
./"~ •. ,I •••.•.• -
- -· --
••• , ,••¥•"'." -~ 
__ .. ____ ...... - -~·--· :· ... . --·--· ~·- ···- ·- ---·. ·- .. , 
·., -·· _,_.. -~~---..._-,,. .... , ... --.. -... -----~ -- ~· ........ _ 
... · ···-·-·--·--... ·-----·~ .. ·~--- · :l.n~orporated in each of the exploratory studies o As 
Sackmap observed in his compari~on-of the five maJor , . 
·studiee,<14) there are two perrormance measures which seem 
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Tab.le 2-4 
· COMPARISON OF RECENT & CURRENT RESEARCH: Measures of Performance 
SCHATZOFF, TSAO, 
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complete the experimental taakq) While computer time is 
f"airly con,sistent, the x11an-l1oura cr1 ter•ia appears part-
1 tionad in different t-~ays and. in i1ar1ous forms & In the 
Scbatzoff, Teao1 and W11g(l6) study, analysis and p~-
gram,mer time are differentiated in the folloi11ng way: 
1 * ~n~lfBifa:, ~~!!lf3= total time in minutes spent 
by each programmer in programming, analysis 
.and debugging of each problemo 
2 Q pro~rammer,a time- total time in minutes 
spent by each programmer _on each problemo 
Thia includes analysis time plus such items 
as keypunching and console timeo 
Gold( 4 ) uaes a single measure of problem~solving 
man-hours while the two SDC studies exclude altogether 
development, analysis, coding and keypunching and look 
only at "debug" mans.hours~ Smith has partitioned manc:3 
hours in a similar fashion to the research described 
- ~-, .. -, • - o• L--·---'• • • ,.,,~-, , •• ~, 0 ··--.~~·-·~- 0 '•••- -• < 0 , ' , , • °''' a,,.: .. ,·, .,_,_ •' ·~ ',,.,,; :_,,_,_.,._,.,~ ••. , ,.< ••• ,,: .,• If, .'LS• 0 ~ '•', ' • • • O' • O " 
'.'-- ', .. 
... 
• 





dissect that time into the smallest ~et of unique and 
exhaustive elements o Because of the differences in · 
• • I 
• ' ' ' 
' 
were _of in~ere·st in providing a guideline_ for ~sar 
. 
. 
' . ' 
attitudes betwee!l the timeC'bS]rlariR?lg/batch modeso - ·Be.cause 
.·',;.-
' ·. 
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they were subject to the problems that plagua all 
questionnaire reliability and validity exercises, little 
1nterpretat1 ve value can be drattJn o Because of the strong 
bia~ in historical practice with the batch system, no 
subjective evaluation of user attitude was attempted in 
the research described hereino 
--··---~-------··--""·~- -.------- . 
Only two of the studies (outside that or the author 8 s) 
recorded size of the final program and running timeo 




' . i 
- ')_,_ 
extremely difficult to tr~nslate them into an objective 
measure of program eff1ciencyo The problem chosen for 
·the experiments in all cases did not involve precisely 
the same degree or complexity. One could attempt to 
normalize t~is uncertainty in the absence of accepted 
-
-· ... • -
. - measure of difficulty; that is, attempt to get a perfo~-------------------·:. -------·· - --- ------· --·-------,_-·-- .---. ------------- ·- . 
mance measure by computing CPU time per instruction. 
-
· j/ · · -- This, of course., is one of the most misleading metrics 
. r· -···· -
. 
~' ~~=---==~~~==ever=~~a"8vts-ett-·-··b·y··---ma·rl'··'-···s·1··n·ce·······--j~·t·-·····r·ewa-ra-s·-··-·"·tJie--·-·wr·1·t"1·n·g·······or'--··1on~-
·-'--·- --~-- ~·--·-·· . .. . 
. . 
. . ... 
· inefficient code, and thereby,. credits the marginal 
.: ·. . .._'._ '.· .. -_·.: (., 
. . 
.· 
. ·. - . ' 
. ···· .- -- ·-:- --·-- ----- /· ·:----~-~:.:;:=~-'..producer with an. excellence he does·; no·t deserve •. ·· -·-· --···---~-~-,......,.. __ -~..,-------~:--... --------' .----- · · .... ' ,. . - -··~ -· .,.----~-·---:~ :--~-,,,,,, .... _ .. _ __....:...~--·.,.,... ... ---.,.__ . . . 
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It is also surprisi.ng to see tl'.l~t. only two of the .· . -
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~Jhich incorporate l)oth man and machine factors o In both 
cases these cost estimates were derived from experimental 
measures of man and machine time which were used as 
empirical parameters in simple cost modelse 
Anal~sia of Prior Results 
At this point it 1a appropriate that we analyze the 
results and conclusions of each of those experiments 
diacuasedo It is on the basis of what they measured and 
• I didr:fv t measure that the objectives and justification 
tor this research has been formulated. 
In all of the studies under the time-sharing system, 
programmers required less total efapsed time to complete 
their experimental taskso Four out or the five studies 
. show time-sharing (or the simulated equivalent) results 
--------in less human time in producing programs o Table 2-5 
shows a composite comparison by performance measures 




~-- ----- · ~ (-14) ( 1967) o Notice the variation. in ,man•hours .·-to . -t:omplete ,;,;.,c,,,v6 ;,c-:_~:~--te · : .'" '·.·T ,.,.,,,,.,r\~;t,·-:;-~·tr:1,,,..-:-~ .. -:.;.-·_:·.; ··· '.::~.,:::· ' 
· the desired tasks (from 2: l in favor or time-sharing to 
__ _ 




-----!.--~,--~~c---~-:-~ • .:.;: ______ 2: l · 1n favor of batch mode) o· • This is more_ striking than . 
~.the median result for all five stud~es (a 25 percent 
:.~- . ·---- ...... 
adv~ntage for time-sharing) ~ .. 
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It 1a not even clear how mtich of the reported man-
hour advantage for time-sharing ls attributed to the 
cr;itical elimination of machine turnaround time, to the 
interactive conversational features of time~sharingg or 
to aome combination of both0 Smith's study comparing 
conventional batch ttith "instant" batch shows the ·obvious 
man-hour aavings that go with the faster turnaroundo The 
Erikson(l2) study reveals that on~line problem~solving 
moves considerably faster than batch or non-interactive 
problem-solving even when turnaround time is measured in 
minutes. 
. . . 
- - - . ~· -·- -----·- --1-- -. . 
.--------"'· --· .. - ' 
.. • I 
. . d 
·1 
...... 
. . . 
. '. The comparative results on computer time show no 
clear trend.a The only conclusion that can be made is that __ _____________ _ 
computer time is highly sensitive to the unique conditions 
ot each experiment and that no consistent advantage seems 
-- .. ---- ~-----:--
- . 
--to accrue in either mode as tar as the combined data of -
these studies are concerned. It would be unadvisable to ·· 
. j . 
·. conclude anything f~om the median l: 4: l ratio in -ta vor ·. 
•-. / 
.--..,, 7 ·-- * -- -- ------ ·-
- - - - - - - i- ---- -, ------o tc-~-bat ch mode • 
---· ···~·:-·· 
. . 
' ··- J -- •. · . 
_-:,:..;..-·~---.:,;-·~_"_.·.-.-:·~-·-.-.--·--· ' .. -... . :... . ~. :· ---. ·_·-::·_ -=-·--: ... -~~-: -~·'·· .·:-
. .___:.. ' 
. 
-support the hypothesis :that in time~sharing the user·is 
. 
. . 
-- . f- -~.:_~·~· -=-~: c- ;~~-=-~--- '-_:·-trading off computer time tor his own time. Sackman>' a ·_ ·. . : - . ' ·. . 
-=--· 
.- ¥ -- --




analysis suggests that rather than check out hia program 
as thoroughly as he can at his desl.c, the time-sharing 
user is more lil<ely to taJre a less--poliahed veraion or 
only a partially checked program to the computer for a 
trial run than his batch mode counterpart~ Timee:.sharing 
critics will assail this practice by claiming that the 
user develops careless and lazy work habits through 
excessive reliance on extra computer runs; whereas~ the 
time~sharing advocates will assert that such behavior 
allows for a more intelligent exploration and testing of 
alternative solutions at a natural pace for the user when 
and aa problems ariseo While there may be some truth to 
both po~itions, it is apparent that a key factor in 
measuring the phenomena would be the number and kinds or 
errors that the programmer makes and how long it takes h~m 
·-.--------~-·-·-·· .. ----. --=~_:_ ________ .to correct themo If,. in fa.ct, the user under timec:asha.ring 
' ' 
. 
. does devel~p careless and lazy work habits, one would 
' suspect him to make more errors than his batch counter-
,.. 
-- --- ·---------




-- ---·-·•·-· .. ·-· - . 
- J 
, • .I 
·--;---· 
_.-· ·-·---~- ·.···· part;··-or at least to. ta·. e more· time (~an or computer time·)-· 
to detect and correct t~ese errors. 
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. -.~ -~----· ........ - ...... ....--~~ ~·-!""-.:._-~------::--.. -·,.---...--.---·-. - . '· ·: < 
It we accept the indication ... that· pregra•tng under 
··········- _.. · · ··-·the _ t1m.e~sharing mo~e will require more _ computer .time 
'' 
--· .. ~-~----·-·--~--·--·' --
---~:-·- -
_. _ ·than' batch,· the· question again arises: Is the difference 
-





~---=-------~·-· --·- .. ---- ... -
batch processing (more efficient throughput), or is it 
also associated with more exploratory trial and error 
htlman behavior ttnderl) time-sharing? Are the users really 
more careless in preparing and desk checking their work 
when they have on-line access to the computer? The study 
reported herein has attempted to gather some comparable 
data on human error rates under both modeso 
Ia it altogether clear that less computer time per 
2:-f:·-~-taak is al\.iltys desirable because (other things being 
equal) it means lower cost? Other things may not be equal 
if the more aggressive user knows hot, to exploit the ser=-
vices of the computer system by using more, rather than lesa~ 
computer time to develop higher quality finished products - ,_.., ______ . . ··---
.. 
with the increment in quality offsetting the expense or 
. . ( more computer time. 
. . .. - --·-· . ,. - . - . . . ,. ... : 
. \ 




.. evident from the co=st cgmpar=ison. The two s~-~=~~:=i~e==s~wh=====i~ch=· ===-=~==i 
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had uncontrolled conditions which biased the results; such 
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.. ~---~---~--~------ · .. as,· subjects experienced. only in batch· methods., o~ a lang-
'-··' 
uage constructed specifically tor time~sharing·. Obviously'---'---~--------- -c··-··--·- _ .. -
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com.putar tradeoff .P 1 o e ~ al! man-time cost goes up, a hypo-
,; thetical breakeven point is reached which dictates the 
operation of a user oriented conf1gt1ration (minimizing) 
man-time) at the 0Jt.p0nae of comp11ter tirne; hance time--
sharing modeo Again11 these comparisons a.re obviously based 
on doing particular taskss not long range asaignmentae 
Also Sack:man'a analysis shows that user attitudes 
ten-d. to favor timee::osharing or,, as in the case of Smith, 
the ninstantn batch alternativeo It is hardly surprising 
that experimental subjects liked the easy access to com-
puters and fast computer response. Nevertheless, the 
response might well be a function of the experience level 
of the programmer and the programming mode with which he 
·has been traditionally oriented. Note that the Schatzotf, 
Tsao, and Wiig study, which did. not report any user pre-
ferences, was the only experiment involving experienced 
programmers with the hatch mode. The experiment reported I 
. 
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time in the batch modeo In add1t1on!J most studies 
conducted. at centerm that oioneered A in time~sharing 
using subjects tended to have favorable predispoa1=-
t1one tot1ard the and attractions ot: time-sharingo 
-:~,. - .... ----- ~--.-
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Section 3 
In the discussion section of Goldss( 4 ) thesis, a 
ijypothes1s appears ir1hich states that perha,.ps 1ns·tant-
aneous interaction from a time-sharing system terminal 
is not universally good. For instance, he indicates 
that perhaps turnaround time can be too fast since 
people are inclined to try another run before they have 
completely analyzed the previous run . 
Let me state this idea somewhat more formally: 
An overview of program construction and part-
icularly the relationships of program modules is 
seriously impaired with the incremental compilation and 
instant turnaround characteristics of conversational 
programming on the time-sharing system. 
·1 have chosen to call this concept the Principle· 
ot Forced Interaction--torced int_erac.tion---because---the-'"--·~ --~---~-~~--:·--~--_-========= ·--------------. programmer is· 1.n· a· -sense· a1f:, the -mercy of the system 
-
and its interactive characteristioa·. · 
-- - - --···· ·--......---. 
_ In order to -experimentally investigate the 
-_ existence of the Principle ot Forced Interaction in· 
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. . •. ,,,_-,., 
cost/effectiveness of tims~shared systems compared to 
batch, one must certainly develop suitable measurement 
criteria. 
Th.a effect of the principle could be felt in 
. only two directions--th® time required to complete the 
task (which should be lor:1ge1~ if the subject is guilty 
to oversight of relationships between program modules, 
for example) and the errors involved in solving the 
program.ming tasko 
Time to Complete Task 
Let us consider the time required first. Moat ot 
the studies reported here1nC4,12,15,18}, comparing 
conversational time~sharing programming with batch pro-
cessing» have shown that time-sharing requires less net 
or human time than batch tor the same Jobo The perfor-
mance ~easures used by the five experimenters to capture 




.' ----~, ---~ •. "·~-~--·-<;:,-:.::,-,...:.__~----··· A,, .... ·the·····oackgrouncr··-·s·e'·cticono The comparative tabl® @f results.,. -- - __ __.. ·-- :· - - - . ~ - ~-- . 
. 
· as· ~ompiled by SackmariJ14), sih@Wl'll that in four of the 
•·•- •-·"· •••··••·•·•-~-~~r-- • 
___ :,. ___ ._:_ ___ ,._.., .. --------~-----five expe,riments time-ahariag- (or its equivalent) resulted. , 
1n· 1essa humaf(,j time in prodlucing programs (1.2:1). 'Phis ' 
. 
. 
~ .. \, 
wo1.1ia sugg~~t that either the Principl® of Forced. 
Irrtera.ction d~Eis · not e-xist or its etfe·ot cannot be 
· lated into time. ... '~ . - . 
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The explanation liea in the latter and the effect 
on time of the Principle of Forced Interaction can be 
illustrated by studying the debugging procaase To do so, 
~e must consider the debugging procese in three 88 
lo diagnostic ayntax checking 
2o execution error response 
3. system and logic~ no system aid 
Diagnostic Errp~ Che=ckirn& 
Under converaa tional t1me-sh·ar1ng, in add! tion 
to providing instant turnaround, there is line 
by line compilation of the program text as it 
is entered in the keyboard, and there is corresp-
- ----=---= ~- --
onding line by line diagnostic s1ntax checking. 
Thus, if a significant portion of the errors 
normally made in program development are of the 
syntax detectable type and since the time (under 
conversational timec::,shar..tng) required to diagnose 




. . ,,..,; .. 
~ . and corr@.et th®se .from the keyboard. approa.ches 
,-·-· ... -~'zero, ther~ is a dramatic reduction 1n·--ne·t··- timff·~ili:·::·.-::::·.'.:r·::7~·::'.'.'.'~=::~:~::~_.;.:-:;: .. :::.::.·:.-__ ···-~- ·· 
requirement. 
. ; 
·Execution Error Resnonse 
C I:: I 
. 
-
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extensive error checl<ing and correspo11ding error 
~a(i:)'!n~g~n M.4'iQi ~ oa. Q ~ a Assuming for the moment that these are 
equivalent, lst 0 s examine t1hat happens tt1ith a 
typical !3X0cutiorn tw ~~ro.!~ and the effect on the 
time required to resolve 1to 
Under the batch system, first a cursory investi-
gation of the program logic and flow based on the 
diagnostic message test is performedo If the source 
of the error ia not revealed, then perhaps hypo-
thetical test data are carried through the program 
calculations to check reasonableness and/or correct 
logic procassingo If the source of the error is not 
yet discovered, a last resort might be to insert 
in the program some output statement to show the 
/ 
value'[' working variables. This attempt to follow 
.the program by stages should determine what modules 
perfermed correctly and ~t what p~1nt in the pro~ 
'f ~ gr8:~_0
_~= ~~,~~~ti~rg ____ QlitficJJ.lty,,".ci~as_-,~~nceu!l~f!ed o'·=--==ubvio-ua~,-=-=~-----~=~J~--- -------===-===;:= 
. (_ 
. ---:_--·--:~ : .ly, it affords· no o·pp~i~/tunity to look at the correct-
....... __ ,_ C" '>···-- __ ........... ~~··,- . 
. · ,-
- . . 
. 
. . r<·_. ·• ·-'"1--.. _ .. -··----~ __ .____.,.,._:·- ~-~~----·-· --.-:··--·-:--·~·-· - -+·-: - . 
ne.as cf modlul·es beyond that one in error . .... 
,, Conversational time-ah:ar1ng systems include -
· capabilities variouSJly .~ntitl®ei& BREAKPOINT, PERFORM,.·.· 
halt execution at specifi~d point~.1n· a program. 
.•. ---------~ --· -- - - -,es- - __ .. . _:..:..:....c_- ----------=-- -~ ~=-~-----!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!llll!-~--Yll--==r;;;;;;m;+,!!!!!! 
,; -·· ,, 
.c-' - "~------~,-.-•• a_.,._ .• -_, ···-· ' .•• , ,·. 
- --- - - -- --·-··----- -.:.,..__________ --------~ .. - .. ---·---:-----·· --- ---- --
I 
' ' . 
- . ----'----'-- -------=---
Whan a BREAKPOINT ia roached in the program, execu-
tion halt~ pr.tor to the BREAKPOINT statemant. The 
statam9nt is printed out and cont~l 1~ transferred 
to the command mode so that the user can either 
take debugging act.ion or proceed. The PERFORM command 
allows a user to execute a statement without having 
it permanently compiled into the program. The 
command may only be given during a halt in execution 
caused by a BREAKPOINT. ~he PERFORM command 1a used 
in conjunction with the BREAKPOINT command for 
debugging purposes. For example, the user can 
display values at various breakpoints to examine 
the changing values of variables being manipulated 
by the program. If he discoveria;: an error in the 
computation of a variable, he can perform a REPLACEMENT 
statement which sets t.h.e·variable to the expected 
value and he can then proceed to check out the rest 
0-r the program before following up ion the prev~tl§,,, ·~.: ~ri==o ====~~-
===-- ---~-----,----c-_____________________ .. 
- 1 . -- . -- - -- . -L===~~~~=~=-=--e;;r;·r~o;;r~-~-------=s1nce -St&t~mentt:J- :inserted wtth{Ythe "PEUOJi)t·:., .,,K.C-~tt,,;,;~"';•\\'sl'''·"·' 
. , . ,: - 0 :· . ,,...-:_ ;c -~:c=-- ·-,·:=:--c:::::::-:: '.': .. o::c :·"::/:::_'.::.:::.,.::::~~ c.. "~'):__'._:-·-·.a_:. · · . . . . . . . ~ ' : . . . . ·. . " ". ·:-
'·' 
...J 
······--·- ---•--cc-~-·-·-·r·--·-----,~- . '.gramJI the user is relieved or the duty of deleting • • - C -- • •: • • • . • . ' • • 
·command do not become a permanent part of the pro-
' . 
. ,• :-- • .i• 
themQ Thus obviously, tor a portion ot what we 
··-· ·-~ ·------· ··--.~ 
have referred to as execution time errors, conver-. 
. : '.·'-. ~- '•• ~ .. ..:... .... '_,_ 
·. sational time ... stiar1ng will etter faster diagnosi~ . . . ____ '.: ... -. ·--:--.. -··· . 
·- ·--·-·-····· .. . 
.'. 
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The third general area of debugging relates to 
the time lost 1n detecting and correcting for 
errors in log!c and flow between program modules, 
and those requiring an overv1ar, of the program 
construction. These intuitively seem to be the 
most difficult to detect since the system offers 
no aid to the programmer 1n identifying these kinda 
of errors. These are the t;vpes of errors that the 
Principle of Forced Interaction claims are mora 
difficult to detect and diagnose under time-sharing 
than batch. 
. / 
- -- -- . 
. Sitting at a time-·sharing terminal., the user is 
. concentrating his attention on the ten or twenty 
8.taitements or the program test that appear be.fore 
.·. (_ . 
him. It is very time consuming and cumbersome for 
· the user to repeatedly look at updated listings of 
·------·------------yo--·---···----~- ----· -
·· ·is progr~m-r11es. In making a correction e>r an · · · ,,cA., 
addition, the user may even employ a variable.name 
_ · or braqch to a locati.cu, already used and thus . . . . ~-· -------- . 
. - ~-· ····---:·---·---~--------.-~- - -
. . .. -·: 
. actually propagate an error requiring more time to 
correct. 
. . 4 
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If tha Principle of Forced Intera.etion ex1sta and 
has a measurable effect on time measured and yet the 
overall time required is less in conversatio:neil time= 
sharing systems than in batch, the following kind of 
,, 
relationship may be true: User 
Time 
let T1 = total time 
-
where i= <f' BTS ~ TimecoSha.ring l. ~ Batch 
let t 1 j = time required or segment 
of debugging 
where j= SYN~ syntax error 
correction 
EXE~ execution error 
correction 
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The exp~imental evidence indicates, 
< 
. 
- - ------·-----~--- -. - .... 
·, 
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' . ,- ...•...• , ... -,, ... 
. ! 
so if the described decomposef·tton of 
debUgging is complete 
' .. 
~- --------- -· -...... -- ·:- - - - - -
·.~ 
C • ,' '• ,' '::.:.: •• ;,;;,,.,,.,, •••• ... ,,,,' 
- . --- ··------
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Principle of Fo'rced Interaction, 
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complete a programming tasl{, t,Je must obviously loo!( 
next at programming errors as our other source of 
measurement 4:/ What constitutes a pr)ogramming error? 
Hoii can they be classified? HotrJ does one meaaure the 
serj~ousness of one er:r")or compared to another? Are 
there errors peculiar to only one of the programming 
systems~-batch or time-sharing? 
Webster says of an error: ''o •• someth1ng incorrectly 
done through ignorance, carelessness, inattention or 
misunderstanding and does not in itself carri a strong 
implication or criticism"o What is the criticism 
(penalty) for making an error in designing and depugging 
a program? The penalty involved is a function of the 
amount of time and effort to have the program be entirely 
correct or at least give correct answers (a distinction 
which will be elab0rated ~pon later) • 
. ""'" ·'·"""". :··· . . ,.,,., ... , ..... , ... The author had the exp,erience of teaching an i_gt_r1>~=-=· ==--·--· ~-------··-·· -- --- - - ----:;;~..:=--::_ ·-- - =· "== -~ ··---- . .. . . b=====~~~==~~==e===== =·==--=-=·=····======· . -
______ , ...... ~ .• ,.= .. ~~-<.-:~,~-·~-~~~---c..~-~~~~~0-4ue-tory .. -level of FORTRAN IV course to a group ot under.;. -----------.. . \ .. : .. - ... ·-'----·--·------
',_, ..... ' ...... . graduates prior to undertaking this analysis. Through 
· ·· ~ .,.'. .. :'. ....... -.. ,·~-~~-~~-·-:-: ... _..--.. working with ~he students and ·monitoring their progress, . 
a classification scheme for programming errors emerged •. 
~ 
: : .• · . __ ~Two __ distinct classification entities 1eemed clear: ·-.···-----. -. ---·-···-·--------- -. . . . 
. 
----------,--. --------~---· ' - .- ' ----
- . - - ... 
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the subject m~ke a mistake by forgetting the 
rules of programming, or did ha mispunch a 
card when entering his coded program file? 
2§ Error Detection Level - Thia gives a measure 
of the seriousness of the error in terms of 
the effort required to detect and correct it0 
For example~ 1~ it the kind of error for which 
the compiler will detect and issue a message 
or will the program compile and execute to 
completion but give incorrect answers? 
Such a classification of error characteristics 
clearly is necessary because it has already been demon-
strated that some features of the conversational time~ 
sharing system save time compared to batch in error 
detection and oorrectiono Programming errors corrected 
using these features will be done quickly. If the Principle. 'i·"" 
ot Fo:reed Interaction hypothesis is true, then those- , · 
=-=--·=·-== .. , .... errors (by th(! classification scheme) affecting the logic ·----~~--
·. ·· ~ · :. · ... ··, .. f ~· ... ':\·.:\'<-<~\.:-'·;-:\~Y(!~i,-;_:f~}\f~~:,.._~- . . ' ... ~. ·: ... -· ---.-- -- ' 
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Causes of Errors in 
~I1s1nte~reta~.1on 
to conceptually design a sequence of programmable 




to have correctly interpreted the sequence of 
operations to be performed$ but to implement pro-gram statements which will not execute the desired 
operational sequence; to have the desired or intended operational sequence not execute interpreted pro~ 
cedurea in the sequence or programmable statements 
resulting i~as incorrect o (For examp1eJ' by sorting a 11st in ascendin; sequence when descending se-quence was desired) 
! . 
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for Error Cause. It should b® not!';ld that con@ic.il0rable 
work hae bean done in the area of ENT.RY error analya1a ( 19), 
leas work 1n TRANS RMATION. typ0 @J?rors,. and to th® 
author's knowledge, no research has been done on MISINTE.R-
In attempting to define levels and definitions for 
the Detecticm Level classification, two facts became 
apparent: 
1. There is an implied hierarchy in detection 
lervels o 
2. Detection level classifications may be seg-
regated in:to two distinct groups: 
' a. Those where the system aided the user in 
detecting., isolating., and diagnosing his 
error. 
.. 
- - -- ~ ------ -- - - ---------- - ----~ .. - ·- --· -- -- ----···· ... ·------- . 
-! 
b. Those where the system provides no such 
assistance., i.e. the programmer ia on his own • 
Table 3-2 shows thetive clg,ssificat.ions tordetect-. 
·- . . -- -·-
......... ,,,.,---~-.-- . 
. -- - ... ,·. ·.- .... ·-----.. ~--~···~ ~- · ....... · ' . 
ion level a.ind th~ corresponding definitions. Mote that 
Logic and.Exte~d®d or L@gical Incomplet~nesm are primarily 
'. ... , ...... 'fl'"• ·-->e'.,o-..._.•-·• l • •F .• 
. ---.--···· ........ ·---------'--'.---------:- .. .-'.:.--· -·.:·::.- . . .. 
. tfitt"is:irentiat~d b:, the tact that 1111 the l~tter., a·test set 
,. --
. ot data will yi@ld c@rr@c.rt 111naw®rs but that tor some 
----=- ----:-------~ -.---~-------~ ·--------~ 
acceptable sets of data it Will not. Since thi:iL"Ji.gbe_mf!L .. -.-~.--,----~-----'-----------------·· 
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Pro ra.m Error D·etection Level 
§iat_em A1~ed Detection 
Diag
1
nost!c ~ 9.?P1Piler-pet~cted 
Those errors that will be detected with the compiler and denoted by a diagnostic message or flag (for example, an uneven ntimber of left and. right paren~ thesisb etco) ~ syntax checkinge 
Diagp9st1c m E?tecut1on:=3ReJected 
Programming errors not detected by the compiler but whose eJicistence \11111 preclude the program from executing to completion (for example,· program in tight loop)~ 
Programmer De~ected 
System {Expression) 
Error of program construction confined to an expression or an operation which either will not perform the desired. operation or will perform other than the desired operation (the flow chart operation module) 
-----~ --·---
. .. -·· - ------ -·----------
: ,· •• •c..,,.: ,· • .. , ,., ,_ ~ - - . '_, -- .'. . , - : • • • . . 
" . .: · .. _____ . -- ·---···- ---- -- .. - . 
-· .... •. _, 
I . 
.. ' ,-. ,·, ·~•, n, ';'• , •. ,.,, ,. •.. , 
Error in the logical flow or transfer (branching) of program control., 1oeo sequence 0 conditional; tests and branches on a flow chart either where t.here is", no srarach---~r~~-m1-·=incrorre-ct branch. 
• 
~• •• • •. •- •• • .,.._ .. : 1,T-ri,,.~•~ r '-~--;,: i..,,;,~n:,>;, !,:. 'fa, i"<l' '1 " • ..._ ..... ..,.._. .. a .. f.,w\',1\i~~~.'.;i.'W°(.rl't •1{i;1~,~~.ft"t"'.~-·rt, .. ,1\, :r!fy~~1:,.r' :, ',I ·.,,, ,;r ~ {, t ,, :i, ,j~ \. 1 - ··.--.:.: ":'\", •.:,•~( • r N'"~ -·~- '. .... 
, 
.. ., .. , . _ .-; .. ~ ·.,, ~~..... -.. ·.-1:·: ..;!'. : ~ -. 
- . 
.. '.- - .. ·Ext-endfea a, Lo ical Co. leteneas 
·-
. 
~--···:··_. Error that wuill nGt inhibit the .execu.tion ot· :the --_ .. ---------··-----~--~·-----~i .. -~ .... "->~-'----'---'·-¥---c.~----;~- :-~·-;-· ··- · - · · - program under a ncrmal s®t ot test data but wi;l._l : 
n9t permit e.xhaustive result~ (data @r·araalJ!3is). Thi~ meaftls that data ~epr®Bentings@m® ~xtreme conditions.o while valid., _will not work-due ·.to 
' 
•- • --• -•·•,•·-, • .- .. • ••,r··-~~ ·•· ·•, 
·, r .. ,, 
-~-----~----
- '-" . 
· said error oond.1 tion. -
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l1as bean hypothes1z0d as a croaa-claaa1f1cat1on, i~1e can 
represent th@ classem in matrix form as in Table 3-3e 
The first question that naturally arises in conaid= 
ering the proposed error classification scheme is 
obvious a Can orne folloi1 the B!Ubject developing and debug-
ging a problem either under batch or t1me=aharing and using 
the proposed clasaification, classify everi error encount~ 
ered? In other words, are the classes mutually exclusive 
and exhaustive? This validation was carried out in two ways: 
1. Analysis of documented results of student 
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u-...... -• 
· of teat programming problems to selected 
graduate stud@nts in a Process Capability 
.. -·-··-··-··------- .--. -. 
. .. 
--------------- - ------:-------·------~----- - . ----·-· .... 
,.1. ,-.,,11 ..... 1 
.. Study. (See Appendix (,8) 
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.. r"··-·-···-~·-- · ·-· ·- ,.~~--· ._.. .. ·: documentation~tlow chart, and :·ceding sheets and 118 tings 
was . .fol.l@)t.V®d :up with a personal interview with the subJec·t· • 
.. 
-It. an er-ror was ·not ea_sily classified as to cause, the 
·· f; following· questioning process was used: , , 
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1. Point out error in program to subject and 
state detection level. 
2. Interrupt subject irrunadiately and asl<: 0 Did 
YOU mean tO dO eooa(nature Of error)?H 
3& If subject response was no, then cause 1a 
4. 
5. 
ENTRY type o 
If subject response was zea, then ask: 
"\tlhat did you ~1ant to do? n 
If subject response was correct operation, 
then error is TRANSFORMATION type. 
6. If subject response was incorrect operation, 
then error is MISINTERPRETATION type. . 
A programming error classification scheme has now 
been developed which would permit investigation of that 
type or error effected by the Principle of Forcer Inter-
' 
action. It was next necess~ry to develop some measures . 
-
________ J 
of efficiency or effectiveness in terms .of error classi- ·· -











---•_.,----<----"'•--i..-<-t•- I • ~ •• . ·-·- .... -·· ----- ... , .. - . The follo?Jing measure~:-~ere -cona.id.ered .. S·ignifica·nt 
'.\ 
. 
. to _measuring the aeverity or impact of program.errors on --- ., .... - . 
· system perf°-~DJag_~~- by_ c_lassification •. - ~ --- --- .- ------- -------- ----·------------·· --~,>-·-'-;·'"" --------i:-•-~-- -·--·-----,----··---··. ........ ·- ----
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--~-·- - .. -.. ~-,·------- ----- - ------ -- ·--·-
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-,--·------------~--- '-. - - ··-··-·--·---- -
... 
- , ... , ,. 
= 
- --- -- .. - --~- .·. --,_- - - -----__ . --_--- -----
- ------ ------- -
1 ~ Total Number of EI'rors ~ Simply the absolute 
magn1 tude of err~ora occurring 111 thout regard 
to hottl long they lasted or how muck1 effort 
2 . 
was required to detect them~ I1ost errors in 
programming are imbedded in the program code 
by the time the first execution 1s requested® 
The number of errors should reflect the "error 
proneness", and thus a measure of performance 
in the programmero 
Let 
-
_-· 1e... Total .... 
an error or the 1th cause and 
the Jth detection level and 
the kth error in that group 
l for 1= 1, 2,3 -i J = l,2,3,4,5 
0 otherwise 
k 
number of errors B1J = E •:tjk 
1 l 
Maximum Error Run Units - Of all the errors 
that occurred in the classification; ·the 
maximum error run ·is the largest number of 
\ 
; . ~ . -·: -~ ' . .:._ /- . . . exe Ciit 10 ns--·-crUiiS) . 0 :t tije . PX'Ogram . it_ t-QO,!(: J;~ . ·<· •,' .,..,,c,,,.:. :~·{ . . ·-· 
:. - . . • • _., . ' . . • . . ··"'I< : ~·· - . . -
. ' detect and correct the worst of the errors in"' 
. -
. ---_--~ .... ·.--~--i-: .. ·,-:--:...-...·---.-: _________ _.-...;~~-:--:-c-·:--. · ·--_---·-.-- - • that 01rou_ p • .. .. _ .· 
·····,-s:, 0 
'P: I. . ' . • : .. . i!t-~ :,· . ., ···---- ·-·- - ,_,: --,, ..... -·· -~···· ~~··. '...:_. ··-- .• .. 
,; ' . ·,,l 
, ··' 
- ··- · Let riJk :s · the number of executions (runs) 
_ ···-- ______ ---·, _ . ,_,_,______ :, _ .: -_ ~ require~ to. detect 1) - diagnose and 
, ·-~-~ __ ; _______ •.. , • :~,. _,e_-'._ ____ • ~-- :==~:.=_ ~- ·- corr~ ct error_ -· ®t J k ··- . .. .. .. •... . . ____ --· __ ... -------··· ··-- ,_ _ _ . _ .... --... 
-· -- . .. . . _ --.·- · -··--·... . .... -- . _ .. _ -••-···· -•.· • •• · Max-1mum · error run --·~·~·~.~~ .. -· R1~ __ :=· -· ~~ f ~i.jltJ ____ ---'··-------·--·-·-···,--
--- -------------·----··-·- -·----- ----------- -· -- - ·- - --- .. ---- -- -
.. 0 ' ' 
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• ,(' /"."",,. .. • -• - ii·••:·.··- -'-- .•. . ~~--· -~--- -- ~--o·. - • >--~" - ••- .. \ .. -- -··:· 
-,,,, -
. - , ll 
-· 
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This measure 1s perhaps more reasonable than 
just the total number of errors because it 
measures the limiting amount of work necessary 
before the program is complete and correcto 
It, thereforefl represents a worst case designo 
3 o Error Reduction Rate CD This is a ratio t41h1ch 
measures the relative duration of existence, 
or "life", of a group of errors (again in 
terms of the number of executions or runs that 
were required to detect, diagnose and correct). 
The ratio is formed by the quotient or the 
number of errors in a classification divided 
by the sum of the error run units associated 
with those errors. 
k 
~ --·----------· --- --- -------- -------·--. -- ---- --· --- ~ -·--· - - -· --- - -- e - - ---1Jk 
l 
-·-- ----·· ------.·- --·-··-----
• ---~-~~----------------- -- -- ----------- . • • Error Reduction Rate ~- BRR = .. 
t 
l 
~=~==· =='=Thue_, ____ l_t' every _____ c_e_uror ___ is ___ corrected (killed)---· 
.. • --·• ·--· •·-- C.--------·"·'·'-"-~'-·· ... -- . -·--·--·•-··•-
---0..',~••·•--•"''·•'••:.., ..... -•-,,-""•~•••.._>-~- ~'u>~~im" ~,;;c,·;: ~- '. .c":"°~==-'·--"'~==-- 1mmediate·ly :·art er the··- e·xe cut ion in which 1 t 
-- ---· · -
--- ·:·-.. . _ 
- ··, ,·,.is committed (born), then the error reduction ________ .... ~--·--:---·---:·· • , ·• __ • #" ··" ._.,.,.,·--·-· __ -• ,·- ·- :..,_··e•7·_,: ;..__,~.,___,~ ...._..~-• ._..,_..,_..--,..c- •• ~~~- ... ,-..,.,....;e"-'.•.:.•-~---:•.-., .. ,_,. ··----·-:·•,...• --~•..._,. ..... , ..... '• :· ·-- ~-··-· 
·- ·rat~ .(EM) will be at its upper limit ot 1. 
' ,\, 
{ . . . . 
As tllJ,e number @f sxecutions required to· ·detect,- ·ci ----:--- _,--= - . 
·----------- - ------------:-c--,---··-···- ····- ----·· ... - -- . - . .. ---- - -----~ ------------------- ------- -·-·· -·· .. -----'- ---·------~- '--.---------• ----------• • Q • diag~o~e.9 ·and correct the errors iWJcre~~e s · -the 
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Thua, a high error reduction rate indicates 
a high efficiency in error correction or 
misleading results because it doesn't 
consider the range of variation in the error 
As an example, consider the claaa1f1cation Slstem -
Transformation where the following data are recorded for 
three experiments. 
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____________________ ..,_ ________ .. ___ Obviously., results or any experiment will have to 
\ 
-·. 
---- - · .~ -~ :··~-~-· .. '.::,: consid.@:r '!a.ch of th®se measures in combinati@lQl with the 
·others!; and thus all -were included in .the experimental. 
procedure • ·, 
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Additional Performance Measures 
In addition to measures of efficiency concerned with 
program error correction~ several additional measures 
were considered as employed by the former experiments and 
outlined in Section 3o These included the following: 
lo S stem and Flow Chartin Time= Thi~ i~ the 
net time devoted to the conceptualization of 
the problem and design flow charting or its 
solutiorno 
. -·- .. :' .. ---- ,. .... . ---- -- . 
2. Codin~ Time - Time required to code the pro-
blem from the flow chart. 
-- --- ---- - ~---~- . ' .----
3. Loadin Time - Net time required for key 
punching» if performing under the batch modej 
. and terminal loading, if under the conversa-
- ---- -- --.--- - --
tional time~aharing mode. . ·. ---~·-r 
··-----:-· ---~-----~-------.. -----------:--4·-;-- .. Debugging Timec=Net m The net time ( in minutes) 
i. . spent in debugging from·) the time the loading .~ 
is complete to the time the program is complete 
. . ~~ 
__::..__,.:.....,,-,--:.....-,-,---'---· "'--'· . ----~-----·-·· . . 
. .... ·····-· - . . . 
··- · ··· · ·---- -. -· ~_,cr . . . . . . and correct o Time sp~nt during t.b.i.$.: ... P~~iod on . • • 
•· • • 
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Progra.m 
• 
Efficie __ ncl_ A measure of the 
et'f1c1ent of coding in program construction 
determ1nsd by the number of etatements in the 
program less all couunents and I/0 commandao 
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Procedure 
In establishir'lg an experimental procedure the fol-
lowing areas had to be investigated and resolved: 
lo development and validation of test problemso 
2. acquisition of an environment and subjects 
with which to conduct the experimentao 
3. development. of a specific procedure in tt-Jh.ich 
the experiments would be performed and the 
data collectedQ 
4. establishment of statistical procedure 
through which an analysis of the results 
could be derived. 
Experimental Problems 
In the dave lopment of the experimental ·problems,· - ·· .· - - ·. ---~--- --· ... ----~--~··------;---· ------.----- --
the following characteristics were desired: 
1. Problems which would be representative or C 
. .;..,11- •.' . 
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· ·.-:_... encou·ntered 1.n the env1ro.rnment· being simulated. 
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2 <) Problems which t1ould be of such a r1ature so 
as to provide opportunity to involve most of 
the capab111tisa of ai scientific programming language such as FORTRAN~ Thusp the subject i1ould. be abl0 to exercise his command of the p:r~ogramming language to achiev@ the desired 
reeults~~an aff1c1ent$ computationally correct program in a minimum amount of time© 
3 o Problems tlhich could be solved in a relatively 
short time--a matter of hourso This constraint 
existed mainly because of practical and 't ·- - -~ - . -~~ - ·.,._., .. · .. ..:.::-···-·-~---~:--· -- :-" . 
financial limitations in the experimental 




4. Problems so constructed to elicit a high 





types of errors by cause and detection. 
·That this characteristic can be influenced . ' 
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The idea of developing programs tha;t contained 
1mbedded errors ~as considered t'iriilt. That idea was 
rejected because it was relt that such a procedure was 
so art1r1c1a1 and &typical of programming practice that 
it would invalidate the experiment. It was decided, 
therefore, that each subject would: 
le code his own program 
2. use his own logic 
Four problems were developed with complete write-ups 
and each appears in Appendix 8. The problems were: 
· l. Finding the Root of a Polynomial with the 
Newton=Raphson Methodo 
2. Simulation with Monte-Carlo Sampling ot 
Stochastic Inventory Model • 
. 3. Solving a ayatem ot simultaneous equations . 
by the Gauss~Si®del Method. 
. / 4. Data processing program tor calculation ot 
A Proee"aa -~ability Study was conducted with these 
. . . ,· . . 
. i. 
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batch mode and two of them performed under conversational 
mode°' }tlo attempt was made at this t1rne to evaluate other 
environmental factors such as language simularit1e~ or 
turnaround time because the objective hare was to determine 
if tl1e proposed experimental procedure was feasible o 
The Process Capability Study al1owed three things: 
1. If the subject was unfamiliar with the mode 
of program development, say a user with batch 
experience operating under time-sharing system, 
questions would arise which if not answered 
would cause errors attributable solely to 
: ••·
0
1·, '°.•-_-•.•.• C<' 
-" " 
the' subjects inexperience with the systems 
procedureso For example, 81 how to display a 
range of statements from the terminal". ' r,.,:. ..... -.. ' . . ' ; . 
' q 
~ 
' _,'~ •, ·, . 
If the subject was monitored 100,-6 of the 
-- .. --~----- --~ -------··-·-·--£---- ·-. ,- .. 
time, these questions could be answered 
. . 
immediately with no appreciable loss of time 
.... -· -t· 
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Obviously» what was~happening was that the 
............... -:. -- ·· - i subje~t was still on the learning ·curve aod 
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2.. The ti"io problems -v1hich seemed to be moat 
representative and yet seemed to 9voke the 
widest distribution of programming errors 
were (2o) Simulation i~11th 1"1onte-Carlo sampling 
of stochastic inventory model and (4o) data 
processing programs for calculation of cus-
tomer invoices for utility service~ These 
were chosen as the experimental problemso 
3. Analysis of the documentation, namely flow 
charts, coding sheets and all program listings 
along with an interview with the subject (employing the questioning procedure) revealed 
-· ~: 
that a very high percentage of the errors 
committed could be classified clearly into a 
cause and detection levele This was particularly gratifying and ·suggests that the classification 
scheme may have some validity. 
-----------' -------------:---------- -=-=-··",: ___ . - ··- -~;;. _,f_\j).._;.-~----
. 
.It was also apparent from the -Process Capability· 
. :,,,: 
. study that with problems whi·ch re·quire no more than a -





propogated by the subjects .will not .be sufficient to 
- always fill out ·the classi-fi-cat:L·Gn matrix •. Obviously· and 
. ' . -
. ..,.__ ·--
unfortunately, this would inhibit the analysis of the data.· 
.-·' . 
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The Ex12erimental Env1r·onment 
The environment chosen to conduct the experiments 
was the small engineering, research, education or 
manu!,.acturing center; that is, the type of environment 
t,1her·e the choice bet"v1een a small in-house stand alone 
computer versus a terminal connected to an outside con~ 
veraational t1me=aharing service is cons1deredo The site 
chosen for the experiments was the Western Electric 
Graduate Education Center at Princeton1 New Jerseyo Here 
approximately 15 outstanding and aspiring young men from 
Western Electric locations are chosen each year to under-
take graduate studies leading to a Masters of Science degree in Industrial Engineering. The subjects chosen for the 
experiment were all members of this program and all had 
at least a few years of industrial experience. The 
subjects (eight of them·) represented a fairly homogenous group in the following ways: 
l. They all had. superior academic backgrounds--
_ 
---·--~~--.=~-==~=--~- _-,,_ - ---
. -.·- ----grea-ter than 3 out· Ot 4. CUMUlative Under· - ,,. · .,.---·,.-·"·:'_.:,;;.::~"~0 t·,;;,-,,,.D,.< .. :···· 
-~...:...--~--,---· ~-:----·•" ···--·- .. -,--- . . 
. . 
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. 
. . 
. -,,.,, ... ,·:· . 
.. -...... ,-'",'' -.· . ,.,,, .. ,, ..... , 
·graduate averages. 
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_-_._,___.. ...... -- .. ,., ... ,,_. -~·· - ' 
-.. '.-_-----·--·---···----·"--,--.~··--·-,-··-,-"·-~·--~-_.~".;:·-~-:.2 .- -They all had a minimUDl_, ot .three years 1ndust:r1al 
~-·t ' 
··:, experienc~ with Western Electric. 
·. They were all presently second year s.tudents . in 
' . 
. · the graduate program in Industrial Engin~ering. ·· 
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4. They all had a minimum of six months exper-
ience 111 th FORTRAN programming and had a 
rormal FORTRAN clasa instruction& 
Numerous other statistical data including test 
score results ware also collected on the subjects which 
will be presented in the results section. 
Facilities 
At the education center for the batch system, an 
IBM 1130 configuration was uaedo Thia included a card 
.- ,- _ .. 
• i''' ., 
~· t'. ~ ·" 
reader punchJ) an 100 line/minute printer.I> a disc p~ck for ·· ··· ··-
program and data storage and three keypunches (029} • 
. 
A versio~ of FORT.RAN IV, available on this system, included 
most ot the standard FORTRAN capabilities., Included in 
Appendix 11 is a complete listing or the diagnostic mes- .. ___ _ 
----~-------------'------ s&Ses available on that systemo The emrironment for use 
. c,t this computer was . described as "open-shop and hands ... on". 
This means that the subJect.s run their own Jobs when they 
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. should be reprtas®ntati ve ot this type ot environment •. 
Dela;,m.o when they do occur., are a ri,esult generally of a-
queue ct students waiting to use the computer .. With its· /,·. 
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As waa pointed out in the literature searcho tba 
turna~und time haa not been well monitored in previous 
experiment/ill. In this experiment~ the turns.round time wae 
set to follow an exponential distribution with an expected 
value of one houro Exponential values were generated and! 
the subjects were asked to adhere to them strictly. Thus, 
moat runs were returned 1n a matter or minutes and occasion= 
ally not for a f'ew hours. The exponential distribution of 
turnaround times the subjects felt t1ould ba particularly 
repret:Jentative or this type of computing environment. 
The time-sharing environment was accomplished by 
having a terminal Teletype 33.KSR connected with a Dataphone 
coupler to a commercial time-sharing service, use of an 
SDS 940 computing system and offering a conversational 
FORTRAN .IV language. Included in Appendix_lO is a complete 
listing of the diagnostic message available o~ that system. 
Notice that both the IBM 1130 FORTRAN and the SDS.940 
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.Procedure f'?"F c~ .. 11._ductipg Experiments 
The experiments w01o',)e conducted, as designed, during 
th0 month of August, 1968, at the Western Elect~ic Grad-
uate Education Center in Princeton.9 Nerr:1 Jersey g As 
previously noted, this ~as an attempt to duplicate the 
computing environment typically encountered in the small 
engineeringJ research testing, and development shop or 
divisiono The Western Electric Graduate Education Center 
was ideally suited in the following ways: 
1. 
. -· _____ , __ ._, .. -_ ... ·,,. . -"' 
The facility was essentially isolated from 
the main research labs of Western Electric 
and housed a batch processing IBM 1130 computer 
with Disc Operating Systems . 
2. The students, who were chosen as subJect·s, 
were members of this graduate education pro-
--'---'----~---- --- gram and each had several years experience. . . - --------'----------· . ~----------··---·-
. ' in variou~ engineering and technical disciplines 
·, 
• 
.. .- - -~ ·-· - .. . . 
· in the Western Electric organization. (There 
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. . on their high academic talents and a demon- ---- . .:·• 
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oriented previous Jobs. 
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authors experiments, cooperative and yet 
1n leCnowing each other~-compet1 tive ( ~1hich 
by the ~ay, provided ona of the motivational 
controls) o 
In any system where user demand may exceed system 
capacity» guaranteed access for any group of users may 
interfere with others who do not have auch accesao Th~---'G ,. 
number of subjects to participate in the experiment at 
any one time, therefore; was limited to two. 
Aa it turned out, indeed, this was a fortunate 
··-. ~ · · - , ,-. -occurrence be·cauae it facilitated 100% moni tori mg or the 
subject& As an example of the significance of this, 
consider the sutiject at the teletype for time-sharing 
trying to interactively. debug his FORTRAN IV program. 
.. 
' 
----------,---------- With all of the ___ subjects,- prior experience had been 
limited to batch processin_g systems°' Thus, time~sharing 
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As a :reaul t, the follot4irJg two steps tiere taJcen: 
1 e Before the al1bject ata.1">ted on th.e assigned 
given on the uaa of conversational FORTRAN IV 
actually coded and loaded some sample problems 
with errors to familierize himself i~ith the 
unique error detecting and correction procedures 
available to him with conversational time~ 
eharingo 
... ,· - -····-· .. __ ___.,;._... • •••• .,-,, ·"-'·· '-"-~-,.-, .... __ • :.. '-Co." -
2. During every subjects sessions with the time-
sharing terminal, the author provided 100% 
mon1toringQ At any time when the subject had 
- ·- --------.~- ·- --: -- . ·-··------
-
,·'!_ 
a question :regarding the mechanics of operating·-
the time=sharing syetem--a question that would 
not have existed if he had more experi~nce and 
familiarity with the time~sharing system--
}' 
then the answer was supplied to him im.mediately. 
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will measure and analyze the performance) 
of subjects who are experienced with both 
batch pr-oceaaing and time~ahar:tng systems Ill 
Starting with the first two aubJecta, the two pro-
blems were then assigned one to be done on the time~ 
sharing system and the other by the other subject on the 
IBM 1130 batch systemo Appendix 8 shows a description 
of the ·two problems as they were handed to the subjects. 
Note that for the Calculation of Utility Invoice problems 
a file of customer records (20) was either provided 1n 
card deck form (for batch) or loaded into disc storage 
for recall at the terminal (for time-sharing). 
. . 
For the subject who was currently working on a ' \. 
- pr,oblem via the batch method, instructions were given to-
-----··· 
. - - . ---· -~ i'·;.::.:.;~~--~:--- ... ----- -- . -·- .. ~: ... :~·-·--- ... -. -.- follow.strictly a prescribed set of turnaround times, 
1.eo from the time the subJ,ct initiated the run rih \fie 
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This prescribed list of turnaround times· was designed as 
a random .. variable following an exponenti_al distribution -. _ -"---:.~:~~:-~. --~'---~ <-···. . . - -~---:-... _., -~·-··-·-· ....... · ... .-..-~-~---·.,-~· - . 
w1 th a mean of exactly o·ne hour" The procedure tor gen-
·----· -·--· ·~ ······-···-. , ... ·--··-···- -- .... - . .'.! -~ 
e_rat1ng these numbers and a list of the determined value 
exponential with· mean ·or one hour. In· ·choosing a turn-
----------~--~--~:---------~~==-----~-'-=- - -c -
- -
-~ --~ 
around time of' one hour average., following an exponential 
d1etr1but1on, one realized that this is shorter than 
commonly encountered in many off line batch systems; and 
yet 1t was long enough so that most of the subjects com= 
plained about waitingo It does not seem unusually short 
for an engineering shop with a "hands-on" small scientit"ic 
computero 
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In order to record the time (net and elapsed) that 
DATE 
. the subject spent on the various work elements of system 
design; codingp debugging, etco the form Performance Time 
-Record shown here was developedo Notice that it includes 
time.spent by the subject when he was not involved in 
work with the experimental task. Obviously this provided 
an,"arithmetic check on the accuracy with .which· the subject 
tilled out the form.9 but more importantly (1.n th.e case 
.or batch) ·provided a chance to investigate. the· subject.· 
. . 
.~-- productivity during the. time interval between runs • 
..... ' ..... ~ ..... i 
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1. Svrrtam ond flow chart 
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9. Non-experiment time 
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l4hen the subject completed tha problem., he would 
submit all copies of runs (1f' on the batch process) or 
the entire telatype log (1f on the time--sh.aring) ~ The 
next process immediately to follo~, it1as the detailed 
analysis of the listing to: 
lQ identify the existence of 
2o classify by cause and detection level 
3o determine the life of 
for every programming error committed., This included any 
errors that might have:-'been propogated (born) inadverte.ntly 
as a result of correcting (the death) of another error 
and those (such as logical incompleteness errors) that 
may have never been discovered when the task was sub~ 
mitted as completeo Appendix l shows a set of documenta-
tion and error analysis for an experiment under batch 
and one under time~sharinga Remember the identification 
or the error classification and detection level required 
the post-experiment subject interview in most cases. 
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PROBLEM DATE SEQUENCE 






EXPLANATION AND OBSERVATIONS RUN 
NUMBER 
~ As the Process Capability Study indicated, another 
form was needed to capture all of the error analysis 
information as the documentation was analyzed (a sample 
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S~at1at1cal Design of Experiment 
The statistical design for the experiment used a 
2 x 2 Latin Square model ,11th .four r~plicationa O Eigl-"1t 
subjects were each given the two problems, the inventory 
simulation and the customer invoice preparation~ One 
problem they would prepare under conversational time-
sharing and the other problem under batch processing. 
The sequence was reversed t--Jith every other subject so 
as to balance ·the designo Also, the order in which the 
problems were given was switched for the second four sub-
jectao The 2 x 2 Latin Square model9 assll:Dling the require~ 
ments for analysis of variance were upheld, would allow 
one to segregate the total variance ·1n the results into 
tour groups: 
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Discussion of Fixed 2 x 2 Latin S uare Ex er1mental Desi n . . ~ 
. 
In gsneral .9 let i1a suppose that the three f.actors 
of a Latin Square haver levels ea.ch and that the 
observations are XiJ(k) where 1~ J, k 
and where 1 refers to rows, j to columns, and k to 
letters in the square0 The (k) enclosed in parenthesis 
to indicate that it is not independent of 1 and. jQ The 
observations are assumed to come from rnormal populations 
with the same variance ~2 and with means 
€
 sjt~ ~ { + ~, er lj + ~~ 
in which .r l!lt,a@ > 'E\)O@ > r '"~ o. All interactions 
are assumed to be zero in this model. 
If we denote the row means by ii, the column means by 
i~ and the means· of the observations associated with the 




. ____________ . __ - ._ .· . . __ .. by Xt~ , the sum . of the squares may easily be partitioned 
• 
.. --··. :~ . -·--··. ·------All -'<t.t;Be ae -sums on -)he right are __ igciipendent_ly distributed=._:·~=-==~·-- --~-,----.=··------;_ : 
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sums hav® d®ir®·es of _-freedom, 1nd.i-cated -in the following ·~ 
-
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·Degr:~es Sor F~eedom 
r - l 
r - 1 
r - 1 
(r ~ l)(r ~ 2) 
r 2 C!'> 1 
The three null hypothesis tC.; :-o ) G~ =-o , lSt-( ==o 
are then tested. by dividing the appropriate mean square 
by t!1e residual n1ean square and. using the F distribution. 
An analysis or variance program was written in FORTRAN IV 
to make these calculations. 
Assumptions of ANOVA - Bartlett's ~est 
The statistical model we have developed involving 
.. the analysis of variance technique assumes the following 
· .•. r term: 
. ... 
.... ····· ., .. "' ·: . : ... · ..•. , _. ' . . ' ' . . . 
observed value = r 
• 
(parameters representing 
assignable effects) · 
I 
• • ' •. . • . ..a •• - •• ----~ 










(randoM variables repre-+ senting u~assigna~le_ . . ,' .. ·.·· . i: 
.... , ....... ~--... 1.---~~--~~:--.~~-;..~~~-:~~--1..~~-= .:~_·_:.- - . i" 
... ..:.~.~--~-· - .. ~ •• _.,
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-- - ·- -·-:-·-. _., --"'7-.. "" -·-· 
· .· ·.introduce the less the unassignable (residual) variation: _ ... -~ ··- .·,··· · . .., 
... 
- -- -- ---- ---------
-- - -· - -
-
------ - - --
-- -~-----~ 
------·-- -- . ------·-·-- ----
which i·s left unae·eounted tor, but there· is·- nearly always . 
. -
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' . 
some such res1dt1al variation remaining~ The residual 
variation la suitably represented by eome form of random 
variables, ok1e for each observed value~ The analysis of 
variance is based on certain plausible assumptions about 
these random variableso 
' ' 
lo The expected value of each res::t.dttal random 
variable is zeroo Thie means that all 
variation in ~xpected values is taken care 
of by the parameters representing assignable 
effects ooo Restating E(x1J) O for all i and J. 
2. The residual random variables are mutually 
independent o This assures t·hat ther·e is ·n·o 
link between dirferent observations which is 
-'----·- -•• - '.. C --·-· • ·,-..;o -, ;·, - •.•,' • =-~J~•-•-•. • "••··-- •:-' • -=•· ,·,-• ,,~.;... -- ..-- ,-. ' :--·· ·: ' 
. .· 
---- - -- - ---·-
-
- ,,_ - -, _ .. ---· .. ---· ~--
_,. ___ --~-- ----
" 
'.-- ... _ . 
. 
_,. -. ;: :~ -.·. > ····: ~:~.--·--, .. ::-.. ' ",.. .. '.- - . '3 • 
l 
not accounted for by the terms representing 
assignable effects. If individuals are chosen 
at random and measured separately, as .. was the 
case with this experiments subjects, the assump-
tion is quite reasonable • 
. . . - - - .-=--=====·-,......., =-~==-"'~·~z-=.:r~~~----~~ 
The residual random variables· a11·-have the same 
standard deviation. This '°homoscedasticity" 
' 
' 
. -- ·,·--"':-....lo_,_,...;.. .... ---~---~--:-"-':",. ..... __.~ '...._,..._ .•. -.---- • -'. 
··'··-c·---,-----~.:.:..... ' ·------:-:· is reaily a Ci-itical assumption. . Stated in 
another.· wa~: \'f)._l( . (!iJ)g, V' 2 f'C,"K" _ all_ i __ a~~JL- -. ·· -:· _: __ _ - :..._~~.:....~~-----
I ._; _. ~;-' .•••• ,, -·~· ·.•.. ; , This ~~'condition should be ~atimfied · (at .least · 
approximatelJ).for standard analysis_ot 
. , 
- ---- - - -- ~ • -- ··-~---. -·r 
_I 
-·· --- ---- -~~- . --- - . ===-- . - __ :::...-::-- =,....______,,.._ -- -'-
- . --· ---- -
.... ·.· ~ ' ' . ' 
!?'-·,·~- 4 
variance methods to be applicable~ One 
way of determining ~1hether a set of ngn 
variances 1s homogenous 1a to use the 
quantity: 
~, := 2 03026 
2 where the s1 is th0 independent estimate 
of variance to be compared, based respectively 
on n1 degrees of freedom» and where n= :£1n1 • Mis proportional to the log of the ratio 
or the arithmetic mean to the geometric 
mean of the g sample estimates of variances 
and is approximately distributed aa Z 2 
with g - l degrees of freedome M. S. Bartlatt(3) 
llas shown that if C is defined by the equation: 
C: l + 1 
~ . . . . " - --- . --- - -·------__..·---:-------·----
-
______ _:_______ 3 (geal 
then M/C is some'WJh.at more closely approximated ... ,~~ __ :::~:.-·-. _- · ~ ~-· l>J a 'ft 2 distribution with g - l degrees or . 1 
. ---
----
---- . - --
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-
. Itmust be remembered '.that the above. test is baaed· on _ ... ,------"--,.-~--~--·-- · 
. 
- -· 
-- ..•.. -.·.---\.- .. 
-· ·---~:·~····-:-·-----·· 
,_:_ c.- ............. ':"-~···-----·"--:-·:---:-_" --:""_~~·-.-~-·.-··~ .. -- • 
-
v ·.. - .... · ... ·the · assnmption that the random variation within each or the g gr@u.ps ·· .follow~ the n@rm&l.. If this i.s lJoi=tru:e-, a . C\ 
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-=----1 I l n r, n 
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r, 
I: __ _ 
!-". 
,, 
·· --__ ::rr - ew,irn -· _ I I ] 
from normality rather than heterogeneity of variance. 
11
A test of this kind 1a, indeed~ more senait!va to 
departure from normality than the ordinar>y teats of the 
analysis of var1ance~n(3) 
Othe~ Tes .. ta - Aapin-~1elch 
Another poaaible statistical test one might consider 
would be the Asp1n=Welch teat for testing the d.1ff'®rence 
I I betwesn two sample means when <r; and (Ji are unknown and may 
. not be equal. Surely this test is much weaker than using 
analysis of variance in our Latin Square model because 
,/ 
it considers variance in simply-the two "samples"
9 
i.e. 
the Ob$ervat1ons made under the batch environment and the 
. ,., 
~ - ·.----- - ·-~,--"---.. ~~- _., - -~ . ·---·: - .. 
observations taken under the conversational time-sharing 
environment. No statistical consideration is given thus 
to the strong variation among subjects and variation in 
the requirements or the two different programming problems. 
. - ·---·---· --~-·----·---.-~~---- - -
- ··--- ------ ------ ·-·- :--~-'":'"- . 
The sample illustration to follow abould certainly verity 
this argument: ---------·--·---· · ---- --·-~~----~ · · ·········-.. -·-- -· 
- .- ... ~ ·-··· .-. Aspin-:we· -1--c··~" .. ';_, "4.·-:e· ·.,s· ·t·4 •• ·-,-.. ~,c·...:.1-0 . :·i· n,.'.:"-.s'id'1'';·:_;·.~C:dt,:,}~.,.~-~~~n_-_ · .;t· ·r· .. "e .. a_. .. . t:-.... :1·~,:-n·-~.g~:·~:~: ··-;-- -. --- · ___ . __ ._-_. --=--==-.:=; ·- :..~··;-·"'-·----=--· · ...::::: .. .:A-:-", --
.~ __ ,,.,... __ .-, ____ _ 
-.. -• · .. ./:>;i'.7;'}2''.:#f\l:<l/1\<. lli;-:;t(._ .• -. ·---·••c•• !l'he H lit .I. 
. . ,---·--·-····--·-:-~·····-···.--··--~--·- . . . ., . " ·, . . ' . .· 
-··--- -.· --- · -- .. -. --.·-· .......... ··- _- -._ , •·• ·. --· ···· · - s~/,.1 + Sa/N-. 
-· -- . - · · -. - , · · .. - · , · IV t · . t . -
~-.•- ,_., ·" ------·-~' ··-··· - .. ' -. - ··--' : .--· - - ---·-·-·-·-----,---- -··'---··-_·._. ... _ ... __ .- ... 
--·-···--· ........ ..,.~····=-~-· ~--~'--~-aa · tr-11 naa-·a i-·a1str:ibutiol1 with degrees ot freedom 
- .. ·:· . ·, --- ., . .__., ... _, . . ' 
. • _ .-"- __ -.------ --o- _ • ·given bJ, 
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The interesting thing about the Aspin=Welch test is that 
it yi®lds a test with degrees of freedom at least as 
6' , large aa those when we know~ =<Ji 
l~ J)o 
and run the ordinary 
t test: ! ... ~ 
t . t: 
which, ot course, assumes that the universes are normal 
with a common variance and where n ::: N1 + N2 ... 2 (then 
the statistic follows the.t distribution). On the other 
hand, when c is small or large 1 say3 DuncanC3), say leas 
. . . 
than Oo2 or greater than 0.8, the degrees of freedom 
· · I I , . 
approach those yielded by estimating_ a; and Gj sJparately, 
- -------- ---
. 1. 
using N1 m l and N2 ~ l. _- ..: -'--=~~--~· ~~- --- -~ 
... ~==·"-----~···•""',..~~,,.,.,, • .-~.=·-rJ.:r•_-.~T•u==---=r.JC.- =..r.-~.. ms-~--==-.....,.-.::r::T= - • - - -... ·- -- - •;.-nr.it.-.~-•=~-·=•.u.<1._...r ...... .a:o:-no..---, ~~ • - . . • ·, ' ' ~ , ' ~- :, --• 
=~.....:.-=----,~~ ' . - · · : · ·" - , ,_,.,,,c,. .. ':•,;,,.,,.·.f.~1,::11f:,;(bX\t'.~ ~-1:'7· /;\'.~'i1·f Jr,'':._'"i•}l.' .~:'., K 
' . . .. .. ,", .. :;.!\-"·-· "_' •, 'i·-·:.·:-,·,;,,,, ·:, -~ ~- ·' - , .::.:.-···--:.:··. , .. _.,., 
Transformation of Variables .i I 
o • •r .. ••.' -- A.,-•,• --:-•·• • • >••• ... ~.: 'J- • ,-.., .-:-•--< ~ j •~• ~-- ... -~• .. , ... ~- .. ~·__..._.~ .... -~ ... -- .__ .--, -'o-~---..!.. ,, ,,- • It was also diecided that in these·experiments 
, ~'. ..... _,,_:., -· 
. " . eonsiderationwould be given-to the possibilit;v Of trans-
--- ·--- _··_: __ · ·---·-···-------~--- -·---··-«-···- -·--·---
' . form1 t11g the original · d.a ta so . that · the .. tranmf'ormed -va:r.iables ·-•~---· -:-_c_ __ ~,~~---------------- _ 
- ...... ---··- .---·--·. 
· may be mor® reasonably subJected to the standard torms o.f 
analysis. :, --· .. ,·: ~. -. . . 
. . . 
-Bo-_ - .- ' 
- .. ·-··" ------··:.':.~ .. ·--
. . " 
---- ·- __ .- --~- -~- . . . -------- - __ 
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Formally, i-11e aael< to replace our observations 
Xijk by values of a mathematical function or Xijk, ~ay 
f(XiJk). We would like to select our function f(Xijk) so 
that the new variables YiJk :a f (Xijk) are more nearly 
homoscedasitic. Johnson & LeoneC7) suggest a method 
uaing "statistical differentials" to determine an approp-
riate form for the function f(x)Q 
. 'J ... 
1. For example, if the t:lltandard deviation 
of xis proportional to its expected 
value, then o o o it can be shown that 
- if tte let some function say h(x) =: x2 
we have >t t: 
t(x) cc J (h(zo)° 1. die 
or substituting · 
. ....-. 
• . 1 
' :· ~ -
. 
f t>O °' 1 ;., dk = 9.- X . 
' 0 ,•• L --, • •••• 
Therefore, we consider using the trans-
formation 
- f (x) : ht K 
. -~-' 
. ' 
.. - ., __ ----. - ~ 
- ·- .---·-·------. ' --~----- ·- ··-·---·-·-·-·--·-···--·-··· 
'\. 
' ' 
- -- ----.- --- .. - _,._ .-- --·-~- ___ , ' ---- .- ·-· - ·- --
2. As a second example, consider a Poisson 
type original variable Xe In this case the-
variance is equal or proportional to the 
-~ expected value~ and so h{x) is equal or 
_ -===-~~=~=~====~~--~~Rr9AOrt1_onal to x .. and --we----h~-ve-g~~-~--_--=·=-~~,~~=--====-~._ ~~====~_~!=_ = 
- . f (t).@t JJ\}(~t~ ~.- fi ·•• =-,:~c=c•~ ., .. < C--. - = . 
. : ~ , 
... ' . 
consider using. the tra~~-~~~u~,~-.,~ , ,1., ~·· -~~-'~~-~ .. ~_.~,.,·C~,:".,~, .. _ • 
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I,. • 
... ·. ·,; ... -... · ..•. ·. .f<x> =. fi - ' ".": . - ~ ' .. ; 
- ·- - ~----· ---· --------,· ---- - . 
-· ----- ---·---- -· -- ,.,. -
--------- - - - --- - ,--·- --- . ~·. ---- --~----- -- ' -
· These methods of' transformation, in __ an · attempt~ -to- _,_ 
-----·--. -· -- ----- . -·-·-·-··'.········ -
-- -· -- . -- .. - - --- .. -------- - -
' ' 
· normalize variances (and .anotheT one applicant -for· th4t 
. "'· 
I.·• . • 
' . 
;, - ____. -
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binomial pattern) are summarized in the tabla belo1t1: 
Transformations to Normalize Variances 
Relation of 
Variance 
to f4?ean Z 
Approxo 
Variance on Transformation Na11 Scale 
Dist. 
Name Inverse Transform 
Square Root var@,( 
Nat 8 l Log var e.t 2',. 
Arc Sin var~ !(1-~J 
rx 
ln X 







For the measure of performance determined by the 
number ot Basic Errors occurring, the Square Root trana-
tormation will be usedo For the Error Reduction Rate 
measure of performance (a ~eaeure expressed as a per-
centage between zero and one)a the Arc Sin transformation 
w1.11 be used. For the measure of performa.nc~ determined 
by the Maximum.Error Run Units and the other perfor-
. -- . ·-----------------~ - ---- -
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Section 5 
The experiments t~1ere conducted during August!) 1968, 
for the 16 etibJect-problem exercises~ All of the docu-
mentation was collected and appears in the .follo'tfing 
Appendi2-tes: 
, I". "a', ",I J, 
1. Sample of documentation from time-sharing 
terminal session for Invoice Preparation 
problem - Appendix lo 
2. Sample of documentation from batch computing 
session including program listing for 
Inventory Simulation problem c.= Appendix 1. 
3. Set of Program Development-Error Analysis 
forms for 16 aubJect~problem exerci8es 
including description., classification and 
< c-~-- . ---- ·- . 
existence or all errors~ Appendix 2. 
r- . 
·-
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recapitulation of subject time by work 
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element -=. Appendix. 3. · ;- :,. ' ' 
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In order to conduct the analysis of the experimental 
resul te, it i1as necessary to 01,,iganize the data and cal-
culate the measures of effectiveness for the error aoalyeis0 
As described earlier, the measurement criteria for each 
cauaa and detection level included: 
l. total number errors committed (basicl - . . K-
- -
Eij ~ 2t 8 1jk 
2. maximum error run units 
- . -· - - -· ---- ... - ... -·- . - -- '-· 
----- ----·-·---~ -····- ... 
error reduction rate 
ERR1J :: ?' eijk 
k' 
. . 
~ .. . · ,- ' ,.. . •• , ,-a,. ,, -, • ~ 
Each of the error criteria were determined and along 
__ with the remaining biographical data and other measures . . ' 
ot performance~ ·all or the data was surmnarized on the form 
Summary Data Sheet. Note that element time•are in min-
time. Information appears in the Error Analysis Matrix 
' ,. - .· 
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The set of Sum.wary Data sheets may be found in 
Append11r. 5 ~ 
In the conduct of the experiments, the author 
functioned as an observer in 100% monitoring of the 
aubject'si performanceo In this capacity the author was 
able to correct any errors or answer any questions immed-
iately from the subject related to the subject's lack of 
knowledge or familiarity with the time-sharing aystemo 
Thie was anticipated for the subjects probably were on 
a learning curve in so far as efficiently using the 
' ' features of time-sharing and knowing its requirements. 
This problem of having to learn to efficiently use the 
features and know the requirements or a new and differen~ 
system of computing is one that was encount'ered in most 
or the prcaviously reported experimentso To the author's 
. 
knowledge this represents the first attempt to account 
,,, ..... . tor this pheonoma in the experimental procedure during 
....... ..._ .. 
' . ,,,.. ~ 
.~ 
- T'- • --re ~-,_~z \ 
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To perform an a~alysia of the resulta gathered from 
this ~xperiment and determine how well the objectives 
have been met we must proceed with the statistical analysis. 
Statistical Results 
A computer pro gram was written which would accept 
the experimental data and calculate the appropriate sta-
tistics including the following: 
1. transformation of data (where appropriate) 
2. calculate mean data values for each mode 
of programming 
3. determine Mean Square ANOVA ratio (for B test) 
4. calculate Bartlett's M/C to test for ~alidity 
or variance assumption. 
A sample of the output of this program for sample 
·. . . data with ~uit~~l~. ~~P1-.a.nl;!.t1c:>r:te _ ~ppear.s -in Appendix .. 7-•--------~--- - .. -• ·---- --,~------ .-·. . - ... _____ ~. . ... 
. 
------ - Note that this _·analysis was performed tor all measures ot -.·-_-
... er~=, 
- . · __ - .- --- - ·- __ ,.·. . ..... 
- ·:-: -- ,. . 
-- .·.-·~~-_ .... ...:_>-··:..::_---: . ..:.. ___ _ 
performance where sufficient_ data was derived trom the . 
experiments. A---summary_ or. the statistical results is . · · 
-- - . -- - -- -------
- ~-------- -- - --- - -- - -
. 
. ·. ' -
--·-; _· ... ,-_ - --- -·-.. --- . -· -. ;-· - _-.~ -.-~-~· -· ·-· , ___ -,-:-:---~----.-. 
- --- --- - ---------- --
- -----··' _:_, ·-- -····-- - ... -. ~.. 
. -----···--·· .- -----·-·-- _------· - .. ,_ ··--· ···------····-··-· .. 
. (Table 6(33JL_JJa_ge ____ 9-1)__, ___ Error-Re.duction Rate (Table 6~4,.-~·--11---_:....:--:=-~'---~------~ 
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Tl1e interpretation of these statistical reaul ts 
can be aa follows: 
. . .. ~ .. ,. 
l Q If Bartlett Os r~Lc .. Ratio has a value less 
than. the chi-square at the Oo05 level of 
7082, then it is reasonable to conclude that 
the assumptions required to use ANOVA are upheld. 
2. If the Mean Square Ratio has a value greater 
than that required by the F statistic for 
some statistical level~ it indicates that 
there is significant difference between the 




. 3. The conversational. and batch mean indicates 
the magnitude and direction of the indicated 
. • --~ ~ , ' .r ... "<. t .... ~- ' differences between the two programming modes. 
'~ 
--· --· - ----· ----------~--------------------~- ·----~-
- . 
These tables demonstrate how the transformations 
of raw data can provide greater sensitivity in identifying 
. statistical differenc.,s in the results. For example_, __ the ___ · _ __c.__c.-..-.--, __ -______ ../:,!._ ____ _ 
··------·- ~---·- -····-·-···-··--- .--=···· -- -




errors had a Mean Square ~atio of 09742 in RAW form •.... _ . ----.- ____ .:._-··- :_ ___ -.-.,.-, .. -,- '~"~~----<-· """"·~·-fl-·_-, ....... --f ... - ' .. ' . .._.. ' . ~ 
. ...... - -~· .. , ·- .. ,._, ---t.' ...... ~t-• ' 
' '· 
When transto:irmed with th_e Square Root transformation~·: · ... ~- · . 
. . .. ___ .. ·- _ _ _______ .- ____ --·~----·-·. -· __ .:.c.,_~c .. c--•C- .. ,. 
----.. _-_-.----------- -- ---1-.2925~- a1gn1t1cant · at the_ 3~· level. 
i..,•'l 
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Iv 
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__ .,----- --'.~~--,-- -=- - __ -.,; __ ::.~--~- =----~-
~~mp,la Size and .. Arraount of __ Dat~ Gathered 
The tabla belottJ shot1 a the nuraber of aubJectc.,fproblem 
occurrences of at least one measurable error; the limit 
would be 16 if all subjects had made at least one srror 
of that type 1n both the problemso (see red boxed cells) 
Table 6=-7 
No o of Data P?Tinta Reco;rded in. ExJ2.eriment;1 by E,;r;r:or 
Classification 
Maximum 



























- -~----. ·. ~;-------·Detect 1o·n · Li·vel ·-
Total a 14 12 [ ~6, · 12 7 
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•' Without the existence ot at least one error tor__ ________ .~'""-=-="=~~~ ,' ! 
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Cause-Detection Level Matrix)~ The reader will also 
note tl1at only f~our cells had no vacancies, i0e'Jl at 
la~st one 0rro17l occurrence for every subject=-problamlA 
As can be seen from Table 6-1, tl1ey are: 
lo Transformation """ System 
2c Transformation (All Detection Levels) 
3o System (All Causes) 
4. Grand (All Causes and Detection Levels) 
Note the location of these in the Cause~Detection 
Level Matrixo The statistical model incorporated in the 
experimental design requires 16 data points in the 
2 x 2 Latin Square Analysiso Using fewer than 16 points 
in the ANOVA model would involve using one of the methods 
fcir handling missing values such as deriving an unbiased 
linear estimator of the expected value or the missing 
• 







---valueo Obviously, this would mean a weaker test with 
fewer degrees of freedom. It is clear that larger size 
experiments are needed. _____ c---~--_ ~~- ..... -. --~~-. ~----=-~~~ 
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The C&SUB?,l @bserve~ might argue. that the defin1:t·1on11:···-----'··· .. ·'·---···,-."·· : . 
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reaaonableneas of the error classification schema 
examine Table 6--2 '* Thia sho11a the same classification 
with a total count of the number of errors occurring in 
eacr1 cell of the matrixo Notice the spread in significant 
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The three cells with circles indicate no errors occur-
r1·ng and a reviev,1 of the causecadetection level definitions 
. . 
----------- . 
show clearly that only on Pare occasion~ would we expect· 
- ----·---·--·--·-- _-:-;·."·····--- -·-····· ·-··--·--- .. , ______ , ..... ~ ·- .. ~·- -~··----·--. -
caused. by misinterpretation woula not be detected.by . ,{ 
I , 
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Table 6-3 
Statistical Results of Performance Criteria: 
Other Performance Criteria 
' ., i ' 
(Square Root Transformed Data) 
CONVERSATIONAL BATCH MEAN SQUARE BARTLETTS CRITERIA MEAN l~AN ANOVA RATIO M/C RATIO 
System and 93e50 730375 .3848 2G4453 Flot, chart time 
Coding Time 1870375 
I..oading Time 82e25 
Net Debugging 180.375 Time 
Elapsed Debugging 
Time 257.625 r-· .. 
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·-·· .• .. / 
. ... ' . ,>-.,,,.. 
Total Runs 
Executed 
.. -.. ~ : ..•. :., . .::....- _, ·- - --»· ·-·-----··~--··· - --- . ·--~-~~-----:---·~-~---·- -- - . 
. ---- -- ------------~ 
------------ - ·- -- -··------·- ---- .. ~-----~·-·---- ' - - -
, statistics for n1 =- .1~ n2 = 6 
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' ..... ,--___,_._._-. -. ---------. ---.--~-, 
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Differences in any of the measurement criteria 
are not statistically significant except for Elapsed 
Debugging Time o This may be due to tl11e fact that: 
lo There a.re no statistical differences betl1een 
the two modeso 
2o The differences are overshadowed by 
individual differenceso 
3o The sample size and thus data gathered 
is smallo 
Conversational time-sharing is obviously faster than 
batch when substantial turnaround times are included. 
From Table 6-3 we have: 
\ 
' ' 
,- ?wlean ,, -- v· .-Criterion Conversational Batch S~uare Mean Mean Ratio 
,, Debugging 258 Min. 750 Mino 10017 
.Timec:, 
\ Elapsed 
While this result may be seemingly obvious, the signi~ .. 
-tics.nee of it may noto If, for example., the time spent 
_ waiting for a run, to be _returned under the batch mode is · · 
•.• ;-,~ .. -:-.-, ••• - ... - ~----. --- :-~~· -.~-c.... ~- :···• • • •.•. 
not used product-ively., th(4J-n there is· a strong. mdvar.r~a.ge • ••, •• ~ .. ••~<" -~·-·-[>: __ , __ .--~,_.,_:,,._,,-.,~-,,,:•a·:,'•••~• • • • • • 0 • • • 
• 
-·-- .---------------------------------ry- - .. 
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Statistical Results of Performance Criteria: 
:!liiiill' . 1- . ')""lb,:;· =rr 
Error Reduction Rate 
(Arc Sin Trans.formed Data) 
CAUSE CONVERSATIONAL BATCH MEAN SQUARE BARTLETTS 









P statistics -ror n1 = l., n2 = 6 
.2981 00022 204739 
.3568 01804 4.9948 
.3786 203566 
.7728 
.3242 .1680 6.1026 
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ltfea.n Criterion Conversational Batch Square fi~ean fi!ean Ratio 
I 
180 198 038 ?Jet Debug r~n J\tin ' (II G 0 Time 
To continue with the statistical analysis, we turn 
our attention to the classification cause TRANSFOR)mTION. 
At approximately the 020 significance level 3 the Error 
Reduction Rate for conversational time~sharing is lower 
than batch processing on TRANSFORMATION type errors. 
(Table 6-4) 
Mean Criterion Conversational Batch Square Mean Mean Ratio 
ERR Trans- .277 
.379 2_.36 formation 
Thus, at the· 2~ level we can. -conclude ·that errors 
committed in the process of translatins. a -desired proce~s 
from a problem description into a set or sequence of 
- .- -- .. ~- -,-
., . .,.,·· ~ ' 
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is per~ormed_ ·~nde1'i · ~_o.nve.rsational time-sharing· than under ·:--:. ·- ...• ----.: -~_.---;;.~: 
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-----·--·-,:.__.;...,~-.--'-',-.,~ ... ~. ~--~---=W~e----:. ,---n~ext ·--see that under Basic Errors ·commit tad Table ,, 6-5. · 
tne_ T.RANSFOR~TION cause· is again-very weekly significant. 
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Statistical Results of Performance Criteria: 
Ba.sic Errors 









COWERSATIONAL BATCH JM.EAN SQUARE BARTLETTS AN JIEAN ANOVA RATIO MC TIO 
5o75 4a625 .1583 107235 
14o0 12.375 .2143 .5736 
6.5 7.875 1.2925 109206 
3.50 3.625 1.0812 4.5205 
" .... ~ 
) 
r statistics for n1 :: 1, n2 '=' 6 · p t 
•. --·--
0.500 .515 ••• ·----a----·-- • ----------~----· - . " 0.100 3.78 
· 0.050 · 5.99 
0.025 8.81 
. ', ·. -· -· . 
....... .,_ .. :..s .... ; .. 
0.010 13.7 
r j " . 00005 18.6 
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··=· .. 2 . ~ . 
time~sharing, committed about 1 fewer errors of the 
TRAl\lS R.itATIOlij type than tl,ey committed ~1h0n. they t10re 
working under the batch operation (Note that overall the 
greater number of errors were made under conversational 
time-sharing)o 
~lean Criterion {~onversa tional Batch Square 
~!ean Mean Ratio 
~. 
Basic Errors 605 7088 lo29 Transformation 
• 
Under the third criteria of error measurement, 
Maximum Error Run Units, we again find a very weak 
(30~ level) significant difference for TRANSFORMATION-• 
cause errorse The maximum error lasted longer in terms 
of number of executions when using conversational time-
sharing than the batch operationo Remember!) the life of 
the error is measured by the number of reruns or executions 
for which the error exists. This difference was almost 
two additional ~xecutions (average) or an increase of 
... · ... . 
. 
. --·· ' . .:..: ., .. .'"' ':::"- ·: . ·.,.-,.~':- . . . -,:··_; ·r ,.;, .. 1·· ;·,.~ ('· ·: ',:'. ·: :··'.· '·' 
. . ... . 
, 
;. , Mean Cri. te·r1on ,Conversat1onal Batch Square ",•-~-• .:--.. -----••-oa,---·~ ...... -- .. ·-,-...- 0 • . . 
- . - -- . 
i ,'-,- ........ ·.--- ... , .. ~-.... --~--'":"~"'-·---.... -~ .... -•.-..,.,~---. , .. Me·an Mean Ratio 
... , ____ _ 
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----·- ·Table 6-6:, that the Transformation ~ $Jst.e._ cell shows: . · 
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Statistical Results or Performance Criteria: 
Maximum Error Run Units 
(Natural Log ~a~aformed Data) 
CAUSE 
DETECTION LEVEL 
CONVERSATIONAL BATCH MEAN SQUARE B.ARTLETTS l~AN lJIEAN ANOVA RATIO M/C RATIO 
SYSTEM 6a500 5.3750 .2729 207704 
' GRAND 7.2500 6.1250 .2541 303385 
TRANSFORMATION 7.2500 505000 107988 l.4735 
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a weak significance in the same manner aa was just 
discussed for the Transformation Cause0 
-
Mean Criterion Conversational Batch Square l~san ?+lean Ratio ~ 
~!ERU 6025 40375 2~17 Transformation 
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The large inGii vidual difference a in the p·erformance 
of the subjects used in the experiments tends to over~ 
shadow the experimental effects of programming mode for 
I), 
.. 
\ moat of the error classifications. Aa an illustration of / 
this, Appendix 7 shows the output of the ANOVA program. 
The sum of the squares term for subjects is almost twice 
the term for programming mode (page 187 - Error Reduction 
Rate)., For Maximum Error Run Units (page 190)» the dif-
ference is more than ten times as mucho This should not 
come· as a great srurprise since in out critique of other 
· related research every experimenter noted with dismay the 













·:(t'! }'.'.' nativ® i1@uld be· to find a. suitable set_Cf'_detarminabl~· ..... ·. :.=-~-=-=-.t: .. ~-~-:'1/ • . . ___ .. _ -· .__ . ·--.- - --c ·---··-·-·, --·.--·--·- -------····- .. _---·-··-··-- - . - . -· 




·-··----.·····-··-,,·----~~,:-·,=·-··•-"~~ ..• ··--~ ·_·"::~·--····· ···- . - . . . . 
. . ~-
. 
" (: . -. ·. ·_·.· _'. __ ·. ____ : t'act@rs which would c@rrelat~ v:t1e&ll ,11th -mean subJ.@ct per-
. (} ---·------·----··- -. -. ,· . ' . --~ . . . . --------- ------ - - __:___ ____ ·- _____ .....:~ -----·--·------·-. __ ___:.. f':1, --·-- .__c....--
~-rormaRJce ~ · The ·~·1arg~ effec_ts ®f ~ltilla diff@r~nce1~ could · · · · 
· . _ be partialle~~out · of the analysis, thus possibly, . leading 
- -·-[_______u_ - - --=--' 
' ...... 
IU 
to more a1gn1f1ca ..nt results~ Im othe1~ t1<1ord.s, instead 
of evaluating the variance between observed values and 
the set mean of these value a p one tt1ould calculate ae 
the sum of squares the variance between the observed. and 
the predicted: 
s'. i: partial variance:.-~ observed= predicted 2 , ~ 1 · ·. 1 
This results in an analysis or variance using covarianceo 
Table 6~7 shows data for four independent factors 
which were collected: 
1. Measure of programming training education 
and experience. 
2. Academic performance - grade point standing. 
3. Ranking (rel~tive) of subjects performance 
against rest of subjects of quality and 
. -·-·'"' _,. .. --····. 
-----• ·----~----•• ~-- ---•-•-- ••-•-•••-•A--•--~•••-
---~----, -~----.-,-• •--- • •-•--,~ 
. ,"':., .. 
. ,J - . ' 
. ~· .. 
" 
. . 4. 
effectiveness of job performance by start • 
Scores from test RPAT - Revised Programmer 
Aptitude Test • 
.• - ·_ ',._, ·., ~':!'~~,...~ _.:·., - .. , . 
I 
"" r: 
· ··. · -: >· ,, :/ '..'. :::;:;':'}i'r:'/;!?t;:~:i.1:.r>. t>.r ,~ ·. -~~-:~ ·. 
· · 
· 
'l'he nine factors SJhot1n in Table· 6 .. 8 were all possible 
- ... 
·... . ·. ·._ ' 
- .· .. .... : .. --. --~~-~:·:-··i·,·,'!>- .... :-~""~·,~·-·· ..... , : l 
,i 
independent factors and represent-th~ ~ther criteria of 
. . 
pe~tormance ineludipg Total Errors and Total Runso 
' . 
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Programming Experience·=- Thia is a measure ot the 
. subjects experience in systems analysis and . 
T·OTAL 
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or 10 hours cour·se -instruction e - ~. 
. 
. . 
· ·. ,. Academic· Performarnca ·_ ~ This ·measure is a: weighted 
. 
. average or the academic grade point av~rage for a 
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Table 6-7 (continued) 
and one year of master program in industrial 
eng1neer1ngo 
Research Ranlcing -- This is a quali ta ti ve factor ranlcing 
employed by the senio~ research staffo A rating of 
1 is the highest and 8 is the loweato The rating 
is supposed to be an evaluation of the subjects 
capability to perform and potential to succeed. 
RPAT Scores - Revised programming aptitude test scores 
administered to all subjectso This test consists 
or three sections cov.elring·· mathematical pattern 
recognition, spacial relations and geometric 
' reasoning, logic and induction. It is designed to 
provide an indicator for aptitude in systems and 
programming skills.·: 
Total System and Coding Time - 'l'he total time, in minute~, 
.. 
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Table 6-9 1r1l1ich indicates the ·correlation between each 
of these variables. It is evident that none of the 
collected measures of the subject (Table 6-9) l1B.S well 
enottgh correlated (:r ~ o5) to serve as a reliable 
predictor for mean subject performance in terms of the 
measurement criteria (Table 6=-8), and thus the technique 
of "partial" analysis of variance was not used"' 
1S~~r~l 
From the swnmary of the analysis of variance results 
one can now attempt to draw some conclusionsa The limited 
size of the experiment and resulting data gathered from it 
reduces the degree ot statistical discrimination with which 
the analysis can be madeo Tt.ae following statements can be 
made at the approximate 80~ confidence levelo. This means 
that there 1a about a one in five chance that the differ~ 
en~ between the batch and conversational time~sharing modes (for the error measures recorded} was due to chance 
\ 
/ 
variation .. 1::1.rldOthe.r ... 11errorJ'.1n ·the·exp@rtmirlt"S ana·th&i . ··:'· . ·.~ ············· • ,,,,,•<i• ..-,-. , .. -,.,,,._,r.U,'-'-'-"'-'d'•,.,-~'::'-'--:-.~',>"I.-•:·~•-••-. •~•--. - , • 
·-· 
' really-t.h.ere.wa~ no difference between the.modeso The· 
.. 
follo~1.ing c~mments····are made witl1 tl11~: tact in -mindo 
~ --
- ------ - -~"'--- --
------ -
-
' • • ··c: ----, ._..,,. ,_,,,_;._-,_ __ -~i{;'---'-·--'~·.o..=.-"-·"---':'-'''-··"·-'-··--·...:.. - ·-·---·-·"'-" -~-
. --"~-~--~c----~~~-~1~;- "-----FQr-~-th~----TQ11s.FfJR~lATION:cause or -error~·: rewer--i ~---~~--~~ 
..... · .. --·-~--,. ~ .. ,-,---_-· . .c.;c-~.--·;:.--·--·-·. -- .- ---- --·-.. @rr®'rs <ttJt the cause result und~r tim®=~haring 
than under batch o'' .- Howe.ver 9 - when the.y are comc-.o 
mitted.o · they. are---harder to -find a~d persist; . -
longer in tGrm's· <G:Jf the numb0r ot executions ., 
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2. 
-·-!!'•. -· .. ,..,.,..,., ....... , 
Fr~m the vary concept and design of con-
versational compilers JI Etfl'RY cause off} errora ~ 
under tima~sharing, are detected sooner 
(require fewer executions) because most EN'TRY 
errors under time-sharing are detected at tha 
DI~GNOSTIC level (See Table 6--7)0 Thia diag-
nosis is incremental under t1me~shar1ng as the 
text is entered from the terminal before any 
executions are startedo 
3. TRANSFORMATION errors, however, are those 
committed because of mistranslation of the 
correct mental interpretation into a set of 
programmable stepao More than half of the 
errors committed of this type are not detected 
or diagnosed until the system level TRANS~ 
FORMATION-SYSTEM (See Table 6-2, page 90) 
_____ [L___ 
-· -·----~- :---~------~--· -·
1
--and (?nl·y a few (20%) at the Diagrnostic~Comp1ler · - ----------~ · ·-
Detected Level. _Imbedded in the system opera-
=., .. ,.=_:...,)c.;.._.,,=,~·• --:,..:""."==--.=··. ~:.;,~·=-=""'·"~tions ar:id logic of the . program as they· are; . _ >--.. :: , .. ;. __ ·_: _ ... · .. _ 
' . . 
----------· .. -· -------·---- . -·· ------~-· -_______ .:......:...._ __ _ 
they take longer to find and correct in terms .. 
-~~- _ __ 
_ . _ · ·ot -;he number of runs uqder the conversational. _____ .:.· ____ : .. _ .... • . · ........ , .................. : ...... --.-·..: __ · __ _._, ... _ .. --~ .... «_-.~:- _ ........... -->A....,a.·--··-:'- ... ···.--·•-<---~ ...... ~ .. -·--------..':' ..... -- ....... - ...... ----,.,£·,.·---·. --- ---- . . 
. ~ 
' ···-.-:·"':···-·.--.-.~--... __ ;:''--'-'-"'-'--'··---
~--" ___ ....... . 
... -- --· ·- --- -
. - -.·.-, ...•.... :~~~'--t-:1inee3·sharing~ mode -of -pro-gra:m--preparat-!on • -- -------
. . - . 
,... 
--- - - ------ - -----------·- ···'·····----·--------· . --------
• 
------·-·-·-"··---~~--·----=----.... ·'-·_'----."'"'-·:-·-··.-. --.-·.,. --··.-·.-.·.· . ' . _,.----~-.. ~~-· .. -, .... ->~-~~·--:-~~~-~ --~·-··-···· •... · .. · .--··. ----A~-- Alth~·ugh· }§tiIS-INTERPRETATION~cause errors did 
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significaµ-t, ···the following· observation~~watt . 
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"' 
made~ i1ISIJ\1TERPRETATI0N errors on the 
average lasted longe14) (number of eJcecut1ona) 
and wera harder to detect (logical incomplete~ 
ne s s) and fewer of them 1:1ere committed than 
errors of the other causes~ There were, 
however, no particular differences apparent 
between batch and t1mec=ahar1ng for this error 
causeo 
Now recall in Section 4 the proposed definition of the 
.P!incip,le of Forced Int~r~=ction: 
An overvie1r1 of program construction and partic-
ularly the relationships of program modules .. 
is seriously impaired with the incremental 
compilation or instant turnaround character-
istics of conversational programming on the 
time~sharing systemo 
The analysis of these results indicates that for 
the TRANSFORIVIATION class of errors by cause» program 
··· ··-···--------------·- ·--- ·. development under conversational time-sharing results in 
tt:rzt :J .... . 
errors (related to.the program construction and logic) 
. . . . 
- ' __ -- . -- -·- - -- - -- .. . - --· - ., ... , - . 
·, -
which take more effort to detect and correct. This· 
- - --.- ----·--- ; __ : ____ :, - - ---·--· .. ----.----:~----.,,-' . ..:_:___,_ _________ . 
. . . 
.. 
-- --.------- - . ; '. -· -- - -
. ' . . 
---- ·- ··---------------·---------~- ' ----~------ --
. . statement is entirely consistent with t~e Principle or 
"' . 
· ......... :_;_: ___ ,_ .... ---------·---~---·--- . . 'Forced Interaction, and··-thus support·s the -assertions ot'.-·-··-·---~~----~·-:-_\ ______ ,.s--:-- · · 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
-
-
It was the intent of this experimental research 
to expand upon the growing body of knowledge related 
to the interaction of man and machine in the computing 
environmentc In particular, to compare programmer 
response and performance under the two programming modes~ 
converaati" ,,al time-sharing and batch operationo The 
research~ to which this experiment wa~ addressed, 
incorporates several lcey areas o These areas 9 such as 
Error Analysis and Classification and the Principle or 
Forced Interaction, have not~ to the authors knowledge, 
ever been considered before o The objectives.- and experi-
mental environment for the research reported herein were 
. ·formulated from the following experiences: 
---·----- -· ----· 
The author 8 s experience in -teaching computer ~-·-------,.-~-.-.- .· ·--·· .. ··-
programming concepts and scientific language 
FORTRAN IV. 
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3. A critical review of the research performed 
to date in comparin1g time-sharing and batch 
~ystema (this critique was particularly well 
done by Pa.tricl,,;:(10) and Sackman(14)). 
4. An investigation into the creation and pro-
pogation of entry type errors in a thesis 
by Smith(l9) o 
Error Classification 
T m r 2Lz 
It is interesting to note that although little in 
the way of: statistically acceptable results ca.me from the 
experiment., there was at least indirect affirmation of 
the plausibility of the error0 ·claasi.fication scheme. This 
was in the sense that the errors from the experiments 
were clasE§ified by the error matrix., as originally defined, 
-
and at least some errors or almost every type were found. 
Certainly one measure or a classification scheme such as 
the one presented herein tor programming errors is its 
stability and consistency. In other words., could the 
! • • ... 
"' 
. . . ..... ,.(:. ' . ·_~_·:-'-.··,).·'.,;t-.,;t·.;.,·~~~.: .. : :. -.. ·.'. -·~.- .;,.·· ....... ·":"', 
. -- t-. • ·,.. -· •. . - . .. --~ -- ·:· •• . '._,_:~--:~ ;.~ ... :--:-:-.... .·- "I- • ,- •· -
·······•··· ··•· < · - ·· classif1cat10n be used equally ·as well,c tor another set 
-
-- ... , .... ____ _,_.,. ..... ·--~ .. - .. .-.-, .. ,, .............. , 
' . . 
was accompli~.hed by first applying the sch®m® to several --- ··. -
... · , --- . - . sample p;rograms . under the Proce$S ·· capaD1li ty Study. 
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.Pr~.l?CfE_l~ of. For:cad I9taz:act,ion 
As shown in the analysis, the experiment did show 
(weak statistically) the existence of the Principle of 
Forced Interaction on T.R.A?1JSF0RJ.~TI01tl type errors~ 
TRA?tJSFORJ4ATI01J errors 1nvol ved a procedure of operations 
for performing a desired function correctly interipreted 
by the programmerp but incorrectly \1ritten 9 as a sequence 
of programmable steps Q These mistakes i;rere detected 
primarily at the S~STEM and LOGIC levels (thus no aid 
from conversational. syntax checking) and too1r more 
executions or reruns to find and correct under time-sharing. 
The conclusion is that it takes longer (more runs) because 
the subject-is so close to. the segment of the program 
test in front of him (not the whole listing) and has the 
very convenient and quick option to reexecute his program 
rather than look overall for errors (desk checking)o This 





··1s th·e assertion made by the Principle of Forced Interaction •. · 
. .-' .. ") It is interesting to note that ENTRY type errors 
' ~ .. ~ 
....... . 
·~:-·-·:-0-.-~:~:~c:~·,:cc_=~cc=:-~c·:(although not enough data for a statistical analysis):''wera!~~~'~c~c--· . ,.;:.c=::::...--:'-:--c-'-~ ·:·-- . . . ·-····· .- . . 
• ·s . 
. ""' . . ' .~ .. ; 
.,,.,... ,,/". ,, 
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. . because or the syntax and_ 4 ..~agno•frt;ie cheeking availabl,8-,~~-=":·c-<.C~~r-r="~~c-~~~~~0-~-~----•:• -'•c' ---------------· -~-----'----'-'..:.----- _-_ ··--
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.features o:f conversational line by line incremental 
compilers offer real advantage to the programmaro 
(See Ryan, et.a.1.(ll)). Thia is demonstrated in two ways: 
' 
- 1 o 'If ihe programmer make a more than one syntax 
error in a statement, under a batch system 
this often means a second or third compile 
to have the statement completely entry error 
_free o 
• r ,-. - • • 
- ·• 
2. If the programmer is not thorough in checking 
all the syntax measages 9 ~he is prone to further 
mistakes in making initial corrections, thus 
.requiring additional compiling rurnso Under 
. . 
. '•t . . . 
. ~ 
., 
conversational time~sharing, the programmer 
cannot proceed with the entry (and concurrent 
compiling) of his program text at the terminal 
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· ... Recommendations. 
'· Thus9 the author would recommend that- conversational 
-~"' •· - ·.• . •' 
. .. ... ~~me~sh~r1r:tg )scyst.e.ms, .. )offer·;.,ad1va'n-;ciges -in diagnosing errors . .~1·'1· ., .,._h,·~.,~ ... •· .,,. ' • ' .,;. . 
in syntax') These are ENTRY type ~rrors _p_rimarily_o. .Time- .... --~~_.:::.-·--·-.-:~~:.'._::. 
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. Principle of Forced ·I~~,ra9tion9 ___ _ This. recomrnen~ation -·--- -- - ...:...-------·----- . . -
must -.be tempered i1ith the·· t~ct that the experiments con- · 
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scale) 1::ere designed to aiinulate the small engineering 
research or production shop in 1ndustryb 
Although this perl1aps represents the first ~,ork on 
overall programming error analysis and claasificationp it 
should by no means be the lasto Sackman set the stage 
when he said in 1968: 
No iqorlr has been done on a comparative error analysis of user performance betc:,o ween time-sharing and batch_ processing except for some(~~jliminary tabulations listed by Smith o 
,,. 
' ,' 
What i1e have -demonstrated in this experiment is 
the need for continuing creative research and experi-
mentation in the field of man/computer interaction. 
This means larger experiments, particularly because or. 
the extreme variations in the way seemingly homogenous 
,;" . . .;A" - .... 
' 
subjects performo Perhaps many more statistical 
. - ··---~--------~~---.-·-•·.·-·-- ........ -·-··- -
conclusions could have been drat1n from. this experiment-----------._----=-:--... - : - ------· ------- .· ·-·------- . -- - .. 
had twice as many subjects been employed. 
·~· 
. Future_. experi~ents could be designed to explore. 
---·- ·-·- -----·--········-
- --- -- - .. ·-· , .. - ·-··-·. . 
the sequences of responses that the system would provide 
. 
' . . . -·· ·- ------.---;-- ··;:----·..._... ___ ~- .. ~ ~-~ ---- --······. ,. 
·- ............. ;.: .. :,.- - .·the user to minimize his learni,re1g a·nti error d·etection 
' . .. 
-- -· 
, __ , - ___ _.__~.,..,...;...._.···-----
-
. 
··functions. Creative. experiments are needed on the factor- - < · · · 
.. anaiytic structure of individual differences in man/computer 
perror!)lanc~,on systematic ·changes" in use~attitudes and 
a , .. ,., , ..• 
- . - -· - - . - .... 
____________ .. ,___ ' - -
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motivation, on the variability and extent of human errora 
and on the behavioral aspects of problem solving in 
both closed and open~ended taskso 
It is unfortunate that restrictions on t1me and 
money so frequently hamper our quest for more experi= 
mentation in this crucial field;for we find today that 
there !a no substantive scientific tradition of applied 
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32 READ(2935) EXVA 
35 FORMATCI5J 
GO TO 40 
33 CUM<I>=OeOO 
l=l 
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SUBJECT MOOE 
Tom Long 5 Batch 
PROBLEM SEQUENCE Invoice Preparation 1 First 
PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE 8 SYSTEM TIME 
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 3@29 CODING TIME 
RESEARCH STAFF RANKING 3 LOADING TIME 
RPAT SCORES 67 DEBUGGING TIME 
PROGRAM EFFICIENCY RATING 
TOTAL NUMBER ERRORS 
TOTAL NO. RUNS EXECUTED 
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sur~i\11ARV DATA SHEET 
SUBJECT MODE 
Dave Rockt:Jell 6 Batch 1 
PROBLEM SEQUENCE 
Invoice Calculation l First :t 
PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE 
ACADEMIC PERFORfllANCE 
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l SYSTEM TIME 70 
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SUMMARY DATA SHEET 
SUBJECT MODE 
Lloyd Turner 8 Batch 1 
PROBLEM SEQUENCE 
Invoice Calculation 1 Second 2 
PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE 1 SYSTEM TIME 35 
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE Jo27 CODING TIME 70 
RESEARCH STAFF RANKING 5 LOADING TIME 45 
' 
RPAT SCORES 55.75 DEBUGGING TIME 84/463 
. 
PROGRAM EFFICIENCY RATING 64 
. TQTAL NUMBER ERRORS 9 
....... · 
... - ·r 
TOTAL NO. RUNS EXECUTED 
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SUttAMARV DATA SHEET 
SUBJECT MODE 
... Marty S0t11is 7 Batch 1 
PROBLEM SEQUENCE 
Invoice Calculation 1 second 2 
PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE 1 SYSTEM TIME 60 
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE Jo48 CODING TIME RO 






RPAT SCORES 51 DEBUGGING TIME 145/501 
• .. 
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SUMMARY DATA SHEET 
SUBJECT MODE 
Pete Long 4 Batch 
PROBLEM SEQUENCE 
Inventory Simulation 2 First 
PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE 10 SYSTEM TIME 
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE Jo)B COOING TIME 
RESEARCH STAFF RANKING 2 LOADING TIME 
APAT SCORES 60 DEBUGGING TIME 
PROGRAM EFFICIENCY RATING 
TOTAL NUMBER ERRORS .. 
TOTAL NO. RUNS EXECUTED 
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SUMt\-1.ARV DATA SHEET 
SUBJECT 
George Boardman 2 
PROBLEM 
Inventory Simulation 2 
PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE 4 
•, Jo48 ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
RESEARCH STAFF RANKING 6 
RPAT SCORES 58.25 
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SUMMARY DATA SHEET 
SUBJECT 
~llODE 
Bob Leaser 3 Batch 1 
PROBLEM SEQUENCE 
Inventory Simulation 2 Second 2 
PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE 1 SYSTEM TIME 215 
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE CODING TIME 225 
RESEARCH STAFF RANKING 1 LOADING TIME 80 
RPAT SCORES DEBUGGING TIME 165/781 
PROGRAM EFFICIENCY RATING 110 
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' . ~ 
21 TOTAL NUMBER ERRORS 
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SUMl\1ARV DATA SHEET 
SUBJECT 
Joe Alexander 1 Conversational 2 
PROBLEM SEQUENCE 
1 
PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE 6 SYSTEM TIME 
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE CODING TIME 195 
RESEARCH STAFF RANKING 7 LOADING TIME 110 
RPAT SCORES 44.5 DEBUGGING TIME 235/235 
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Bob Leaser 3 
PROBLEM 
Invoice Preparation 1 
PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE q 
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ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
RESEARCH STAFF RANKING 
RPAT SCORES 
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SUM1\1ARY DATA SHEET 
SUBJECT MOOE 
George Boardmtstn 2 Conversa t 1011~11 2 
PROBLEM SEQUENCE 
Invoice Calculation 1 Second 2 
PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE 
4 SYSTEM TIME 70 
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE Je48 CODING TIME 230 
6 t,, . ?3 RESEARCH STAFF RANKING LOADING TIME 
RPAT SCORES 58025 DEBUGGING TIME 144/220 
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SUMMARY DA. TA SHEET 
SUBJECT MOOE 
Lloyd Turner 8 Conversational 2 
PROBLEM SEQUENCE 
Inventory Simulation 2 First 
PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE 
1 SYSTEM TIME 
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE CODING TIME 
RESEARCH STAFF RANKING 5 LOADING TIME 
RPAT SCORES 55.75 DEBUGGING TIME 
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----- ---·..-·-- -·. - - -----
. ' 
. 7~1, 
.... : ... 
• 
-• - -··-- -·- ·---- -- . 
- ------· -~- . 
-. --- - . --~---=--~ -------. --
---· ··-·· 
SUf-AMARY DA TA SHlEET 
SUBJECT 
Tom Long 5 Conversatio11JE1l 
PROBLEM SEQUENCE 
Inventory Simulation 2 Second 
PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE 8 SYSTEM TIME 
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE CODING TIME 
RESEARCH STAFF RANKING 3 LOADING TIME 
' ' 
RPAT SCORES 67 DEBUGGING TIME 
PROGRAM EFFICIENCY RATING 




. . .. ' 
•, 
; . , TOTAL NO. RUNS EXECUTED 
' ___ .,. 




·•-·-·',, ·- - . - ----_:·:-_.:.~----- -~-·---.. -.-·.-;--· -- --· - .. - -- -
. ··--·-···-· ·------··---:-· --- - ·-···· -·--·-- . 
. .. TRANSFORMATION__;:_-=....._.. ----~--' 
-· ···:--·-·""---_·· .. ___ _- --~~--~·--; .··· .'..-----~ . - -- -
• T.I .• 
ENTRY ...• - . "· 
,i'\ . 
..... TOTAL DETECTION LEVEL -








; - . 










1. ·1 .2 
.;.141-, 







·1' . . 
• 
5-8 
5 .625 2 
.· 

























- - - ____ _,. ---
-· ----------
~- ·--- .,.. __ . ' -_ ... , .... 
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,· 







SU?\~t\tARV DATA SHEET 
SUBJECT MODE 
Dave Roclrnell 6 Conversational 
PROBLEM SEQUENCE 
Inventory Simulation 2 Second 
PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE 
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 













SYSTEM TIME 1 
CODING TIME 
8 LOADING TIME 
.. 
DEBUGGING TIME 
PROGRAM EFFICIENCY RATING 
TOTAL NUMBER ERRORS 
TOTAL NO. RUNS EXECUTED 



















::.'.~~·~'. -, -1r---------~--~~---___;:ilr-K-~~~~---~~~=-----l 
14-122---·· 2-12 
TRANSFORMATION. 
-··· ·-~ '-···- ·~·- .. .;· __ .~,, .. ·-. .. --y ... , .. --·;·~·---· -. -.: " 
I . 
.· .· ENTRY ·. 
.. ---· - -- ---- ·-
_. __ ----. -- __: : ____ - .a.. -· --
1.-
-- -~ - -- --·· -----~·-··------···---
·-------·------·····-·· 
· - · - · TOTAL DETECTION LEVEL !1· ,', .. .:._. 
i' 
' ."·,• ' 
~10 2-12. 
·1 .40 · 
·10 .1 
-142-
' . ,,.·· ... 
---· . 
b 






-- "f' -- ·--
.. 
. ..,. 
- . ----- -·~r-.-~---· 
----- ---- - --








Documented Teletype Assistance 
Question 
Do I dimension ~shat has been 
specified in an integer statement 
as a.n array? 
I made a mistake and(§, how do 
I correct? 
Is a dash a minus sign? 
• 
Diagnostic error (hit!) gave 
program m~1 reguire ~n end= card -
What do I do, just retype it? 
(skipped four statements) - Can 















- - ---~-~-~ 
-
.. :-~··. . .. 
6 ~· · ·: · Go over sign off procedure END! 
SAVE 
' \' 
.How do I recompile and continue 
' ;., ,: .·_· . :<- . . •. . .. 
- -
. . ' ., 
' 
'TAG -.L I _. :;·..,.~::):\;~\~tf:{h.~~:-i{t~-J<:{r:;,;~~-·~·.: · .)~-~~= --~::...-~ -- ..... _... ....... · _.____ .-.. ·. --·· · :. · .... ~ .. ---.. -...  
Load tile in 
short sequence, 




I ·11w11=,;· ,.,::._:;; ;. -,,. ----~---~"™--- ocex ---- ----------·--·-----·------ --- ------ ·-------- --1 " 1 r•iif!PI -~ ;: ~ _ ~ -- - -
-······ '"- _, Cb c- n°---·-· ·• 0 
- - -
~ 
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A1\fAtLY$IS OF 114RIANCF.:" IN LATIN c;QlJARE MODEL 
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· ie)~ROR Rfr:>uc nor-, )RAH 
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INVO"ICE PREP 
, AATCH 













' ' ,. 
: i 
. . . . \ 
Ru'T . f·{:. 
REPLICATE STATISTICS 
' · . t'f O OF O A T A V A L l H: S 
~-------~--------
· .. 4 .. 
. ' 












; i. . . I 










>VAR l 2,6750690 
VAR 2 ° 1.8157157 i *the differenCe between these i.s a measure of the lack of 
I. homoib. edisticity i 
I 
i 
SUM OF C N ( I > t I MES L OlG· C S ( I ) S CJ U A RE O > = 
. 12 T I ME s LOG ( s u M OF :v AR. I AN CE s -1- 4 • ) = 
·BARTLETTS TEST FQJ°.( HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE'S 
RAT~O M/C_: .9309~?7?~ 
•29.91212267~ 
-2Qe3A8525182 
CHI S~UARE STATISTIC FOR e05 LEVEL WITH 3 OEG FREE= :, 
: : . I· 
·: i· • ' 
: ; . ! : ·, 
. , ·,: • l . 1 · 
, 
-.................. _ 
a ( l 4 4 4 .. ~ ~ '4 ? I ) 
tl3a,rB,lett;s test ~l,3.tio M/C indicates 
.. :.are .:not 'lsignifipant enough to void 
. :·i ·: . 
: 'l . 
• I I 
that the· observed diffet"ences in v: iriance ~1ere 
the use of analysis of variance • 
: i 
.: 
. ~ . 
. ._,; 
j ' 






i " ' 
i / ... 
. ; 
I 
.. 'f • 






'1 . r 
• 
., ; , .. ~ ·- ·~~,..- ..... -- . 
,;;,-,;_,~-, I -·-"0.' 
... 
,. 

















IN LATIN SQUARE MODEL 
':,· 
I 
. -·· . ~ -· -- - --- _.., - .· ·~-. " ..... . ... ·- , .... 
FOR· 







•·f.'A.-•"'!l"...,.C".·<; 'l.::,i • .._ __ _.,_~·i:,, 
·~:, ... ! • ." 
... .,,. ....... 
. ...... -~ 
PR0GRA 1MMI'NG M·ooE 
~. ,;·, 
' ·-~.. ..• ,_ .. ··- .-
.-PROBLEM 
• •-:·-_,-. .. ,.. .~:·i,,.;..,:<911.;\ t.1a, .,,..,,, ,',r ........ ~n. · 




.. :.B.L.QCl(S .... J.SUB.JE.C .. f;SJ_;.:: .. ---~-----~···. 
. . . 
' •• .,. ·- ,,,. ... -...w- ·'•• .... ·.-:·~~o1•.: ..... ,... ..... _..,,,,,_;,-; .. 
.. ·._. ,.., ..•.. ,, .• ' 
. ( 
-t"' .•. 
.•···-·--·''':l' .• ,, .. -,., .. ,'"i-:, ·"~··-•', 
o.0_25J 
. ..,__,,,_ .... ·' 
Q • 
'• 
,..,,.._;..<,-, .-. ""."" 
0.01() 
















l 1 I 
I 












"' , ....... - - .. --··-· ...... ... 
J 
. .,... ....... .-. 
















____ .. __ ·-----
------~- ·-"'-
• i 180.937500000 
~ ,. 
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. .. ..,.. ·- - - - '~-··--- ·- ..... . ··---.. --.. -··--~----·----·--·- . -- '·---· ..... . .... ----·-----
________ , _____ - --·. ----
• 
..., ..... ~-/ ., .. • .. - .~_ .. _ ... , .. _ 
.,, 
. • 1 - • 
. ..... _ .............. .:- ····-·· :o.,·--·· ~·- ·---- .... - ·- .. ,, ~ ...... ,, ....... ··----· .. . - .- .. 
••, ,~ ~· ........ ~,,...,~..,....,._'',I,_. 
... 
-. . .. . ... 
, 
- ...--~·-· ,., __ ...___ __ ·-..,-.:._, 
" 
.,..,,,, ... ,_ .... ~ .... ~~,.-...;,._~·-•-'•"."'*'•,.r••·i-·••~~-............. _; . .,.. .... .,~.·-- ...,.__, __ ..._ ___ 
_ .......... ~·\·-·-... ,. ,-.. ,,. -·.-.--· -.-- ... -~-- ..... -.,.. -·--,..-~ .. - __ ,,_ -- -- .--.. ----~------·-·----- - ------ _ ........ ___ ..__., .. ..........., ··--->-~-=· 
. .. 
..11.,.1, .. 
J. -"' ··~-- ·-- -- --- ·- ..... -
... -.~.· .. ~ -
-·-· ... ' .......... - " 
... ~ .... ~ . 
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- • . l 
[ 
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I ·. \ · .. 
~ 
I ! 
! ; ,,, 
.·· • RF. SlJL·t-S FOR . ~ 
~ ... 
' . . . . 
i .1 
I ~MAX ERROR RUN UNITS ; I 




.(::' ' .. 
.··.~. 






.~ .. -,...., 
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-iCONVER_SA TI ONAL 
. INVO!°CE PREP 
_' ICONVERSATIONAL 
·,, ' · IINVENTORV SIM 
• ! ' • 
. ' ! 






· .. h 
•,,; 





' . i REPLICATE STATISiICS 
1,. - ~ 1 
1 
















VAR 1 . . l77ie64062SO 
. • ~· VAR 2 260~8437500 
.: ,, 
*Notice·in ;this case conversational 
.·-.-- ... 
I 
•• f rripde clearly dominates the batch mode 
'• 
'SUM' OF (Ill (I). TIMES LOG (:S ( I l SQUARED) = 
:1z TIMES LOGCSUM OF VARIANCES -1- 4.l = 
BARTLETTS TEST FOR HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCES 
. Q • 
.. 
RATIO M/C = 3e729475752 
CHI SQUARE STATISTIC FOR .05 
\ . 









I i . 
3.077371057 
Sel74856Q85 
LEVEL WITH 3 DEG FREE a 7e82 
RAW 





Appa ndl1J{ 8 
Test Problem #1 
_ ---~ __ - -- __ ccc_--· -~-- •-'= 
Data Processing Program for Calculation of 
Customer Invoices 
The Hellertown Power and Electric Company has 
recently acquired a computer to replace some of its 
tabulating equipment. The electric company has now 
collected 1ts monthly meter readings and punched them 
on cards in the format shown below, sorted into ascending 






Rate Schedule Code 
Customer Account Number 
Kilowatt Hours Used 
Range of Values,'.;;' 
l-3 . 
10000-99999 
·,' o·, ·t·e) _; 1000000 




Write a program that will first read a card, 
one by one, and calculate the customers electric 
· charge by referring to an appropriate subroutine: . · 
. ' 
.,,-,-....... c.·:;:;:;;;~--.:,~;.~·;c:;~-;~i-:-··-· ·-:,Schedule Code· . ' ..... . . . .•. . -.. ~ ·: ,, . ·. : 
->:, : Range · .. · '· Rate. ChS.rged 
"· f . 
_- 50 kw._h .or. _le.a-a_ -~--··"··---·"·-* 3. 00 (minimum ·. bill) .·· 
51-150 kwh . . . $ 3.00 plus $.045 per 
,. · · · kwh over 50 . 
. I. 1 
-~-:.~ .~ ~--· -- -·. · (No111ma.l house 
power)· · ___ , 
· . 151=250 kwh · · · · $ 7. 50 plus $. 035 par 
. · · .. . . . ·· .. .. .•. - ·. -·-· · :c· 0 :Js: - -. - Oh @ver 150 . 
-··"·-=-::::::-=':~=~~=:"=='='·-···.=··-==-=-.,; • OVer 250 kwh- ........ ·. $11. 00 plus J. 03 per 
__ . __ _ , . . kwh. OV®~ · 250 ·· ., - .:..·.· ___ . -,.:., __ .•. --:'--.---.---j' -----·- ----·•---- ,. ... 
.,- --.. / ' . 
2 
- - (House·· plus 
hot water 
_·-_., and/or heat) 
"-'. '. . 
.. · . ' ,-
·r.,.,,.,.,.,.,,.,.. . 
. ··- ...... -· .• . .•·. ,! ., , . 
;:·.-,-;-~;;_.~l·\.,·· . 
-




over 350 kwh ·-
~-. 
' ' 
.. > . 
,· 
.e7;_-- . ----·-· .. -- - ---- ----- ·-·- - ------~- ------ --.... ~· ... -.. - -~ -_. -- ,- ~ ... .=.-· ~- .•--·~-~- _J -, -., -
. . 
! 
----------------- -- - -
-- - -------
- . . .. -~·-.:· .... :· 
. . ' 
-·- •. • >s-f ·- -.-•. ,~-'---l1« ......... _ •• _________ --- • • -
... 
·-
,. ': .. '"\. 
------ -------· . 
I 
---·-~---~_,,,=,I -~·-···--!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~ - - ~ ---~---~-----~ --· -~---- ~- =-· =--"·-, __ --c;::.--,.---=---'-----.. - ------
- - ---
__ ,.--.c - -~
 - --- - ----~ 
-
-:---- ... ,: 
. .. 
-- ....... · i:f 
Schedule Code Range 
3 1000 !a1h or leas ( Industrial 1001-5000 louh 
rate) 
5001-20000 k:wh 
over 20000 kwh 
Rate f!!a.!:gt!d 
*.•··-_·. 30 e 00 (minimum bill) $ 30000 plus $0$02 per 
Ktrlh over 1000 
$110~00 plus $Oo015 per 
ktfh over 5000 $335000 plus $Oo01 per 
~1h over 20000 
Once the customer's charge is calculated, then 
look up the customer's address in the address fileQ 
-
' 
Thia file is available-1 in card image form ( no more than 




customer account number sequence (a sentinel 1 in 
column 6 indicates end of file). ------------- ' ------- .. -·--------.,--,-------- ~·-------
s •• -





46-63 :.-_ . 
Customer File Format 
Contents 
Customer Account Number 
· -Customer Name 
Street Address 
City3 State, and Zip Code . . 
~;-_. -:·-- .. ---·· ·-·--·-· -- : .. 
""'-, - .'. ·. '. . 
) The last .operation would be to print a -listing __ -
'· -' . ,·-_.,. ~ · the format indica.ted below. Also, skip to a-new page 
--. . : 
I I 
. ' 
'. . . . ' . . 
• - --•---· - • -·· ., . , ___ ,-..: ... ·--·~·- ...... -~.~--- -~...-· .. '.·.,····~~- -. · .. c.··.·- ... -·~---_, .• _._,__ ·-. 
. 
-Note: The .. program should-terminate by a 
... sentinel . from a ·card following the- last~ ; data card ·(ror exa.mple "O" in- the rate · 
schedule code). " _ ·-- · . . . . · _ - .. · 




. . -49! .. : Ii_~·_, .. - . 
. ..~-~,,.i 
. ' 
-- . ]. ',:.~ -~ .. -. . ' -
) 
<. . 
. ... ' 
··.:.- . -,, 
- - --- -- - ------- --- --- - -- ·- ---· - - -~- --
··- - -------y- ,~ ~----' ----- -~------_-:-- - -· .. - . ---·· ···-·-- . ··-
-·-· -- i -..trn-::-48& i 
et: ·w _ acse.-..1::r s::a:=-•. :::::S:£01· CS!.2 ·j, !!!::z:::: ,................. .:::,a_ - ~ -;. . . . -· .- - . - - .... _ -
* 
* * 
- -- - --~ ·---:-~.-- . - -- -------
Output Format 
~-





STREET ADDRESS ACCT NO UNITS USED CHARGE 





* * * 
xxxxxx 











' I r - -, 
. ' . --·. -;--- __ _: ______ ' - .... _ .. ·-:-··. -
-------·-·-· ---- ----~--·----------.,....-·--:--:--..;_7.....-.--···-- •- ., __ ----···--.-· --- ·--··--------~ - ----- ---- --- ------------. ----------;.-·----· . ·.--: ,. 
r_-.·:' .. 
"· .- ' 




- -· -------~- - ---·----· - - -- .- .. ., . ...., . --
. - -, .-.. .. 
- _ _.:.. __ :._ _ _,_ __ --:..~----- . . . -. --~--~--- ___ .. ____ ------:- ···------..-:.-~--.-------·:. 
---- ·-:---.. ·--=---
" 
•, ............ -. '-·- -.. . . ----- ---------... --·--.._..;_,.-~--------·-_--_,,..-- :- --
- - -----· - ---- -·-·-··· 
.... -•. ___ -v-
- -·"; · ----~------- .------: ___ c_'.::'._:__..-. _______ - ------ --·-·-- -------- --·--- •. ------ .-::-•• ___ -;_ : •• - ; ·--·- ~----~-~-·-:----· •••.••. 
--- •-· ---- ---~ :_:_::_:-_:_ _:_ ':C•~::_::;._---::- ~-.--~---:-~::.:,'::::::.~::::::-:;:_::'c~'.::::~:::::.:_:'.:::~!:::;,.:;· -· --·. - - --- ----- - - - .. 






1, ..... /, 
-~.-·._-. -
. ··,,·.·-· 
. '. ·- .. , 
' ' 
---- .. --·-----,-·-.- ; i -··-· ..• 
-. -
,., 






- ·- ,._ ------- ------, -
- -- --.___ -- - -~·--~.~.-- ~--= ~ --
Test Problem #2 
Evaluation of Inventory Control Policy 
t~11th r~1onte-Car~10 Simulation 
In the analysis of an inventory situation, the 
object1,re is frequently to minimize the total 
inventory and associated replenishment costs (and 
shortage costs) by choosing in an optimal fashion a 
fixed order quantity to be ordered each time the 
level of inventory on hand reaches a certain predet-
ermined 1SV9l3 iceo the reorder p010to The purp0S8 Of I 
_this program is to simulate an inventory situation 
where the two policy parameters have been chosen, 
namely the order quantity and the reorder pointo The 
total cost for inventory storage, shortage, and order-
ing can be determined from the following formula: 
.. Cost of . carrying · __ ---------~-.~--- -~-· -!l'ota-1-Gos-t ------------- ---=-1---.. x- ·ordez•ing ·cost + one unit _in x (per order cycle) . . inventory for 
one period - - -----·- -· -·---·---- -----·,~-·--·- ····-.-·:~- -
. ,:-' ' 
'. 
·-- ..... J .. ,::.:. · · -·-- -- .... , .... - .. -- :.:c:· ... :'..c.::.c·:·.--.:-_--:---· _·.c.:--··" -
"Total no. of 
unit periods of 
stock on .. hand 
· for cycle 
I\ 
· Total no Q of unit 
.... periods of ~h?rtage .· 
. .. -- : tor cycl·e ' 
' .- . : 
. 
co·st or incu·rring 
one.unit stock·of 
shortage for one 
period . 
. l,- . 
.. ·X 
________ · ____ .. ··_. -,-.--.--~-·--• ___ · ·• --~·. . _: -In order te> determine· the· demand fO'l/ .any period, 
. --.'~ ' 
· the d·emand distribution must . be_ sampled in a · Monte-
' . " ' \ . . .. 
. . 
. .... ,,, .. _ ........... .(, 
' 
., . 
:.-.... :t ....... :.·.:·:"''"'"''"''"''"'· ...... , .. ·.:· ~J~i4- __ ., . · . . ' ·,;-~ 
· , t.1 . 
. . 




I LL!. ·--· iiij A - ~ e a_ --, ~ · _.>__,., -s.;- t -__ ------ ........ ·----.............. r, ~~-==o---_m .. s:~- n H - ....... - . ,...,. - - ... -.. -.,·---I n r,-r, MM 
-· - ' _- --- ·-· - . -·· ----
' -=----: ~ - -
.. . 
' 1 . 
-=- =-=-
.,.,.,., ... , . . .• 
Carlo fashion to illustrate o \sihen tl1e level of the 
stock on l1a11d reaches the reorder point, an order is 
placed o The demand distribution tf:111 be e1 ther 
exponential or empirical in form® 
Monte Carlo. Samp.lf-ng <?.f a ~iat.ri,but
2
i?n 
~m;e~rical distri!J~.t~on given a table of intervals 
and frequencies 




















--- ·---. --· ', .. -- . --~---,.- - _·::: 
Cumulative 
Probability or Occurrence 
. \. 
:·· ·~: J;. -··· . :·_) 
.... ---·--·. 
-.. -··.- ._ 
- . 
. .a. .. 
I 




.. 'genera.t_e .a rand~m number from a u.nivorm· 
". 
· distiribution Wh4.:U:Je ra~ge is O fE x1 _E 1.0 




------=--==--------,~---- _- --- -
3 ~ Enter the cumulative distribution iii th the 
random number as the probability of occu.rrance 
and read the corresponding value~ 
4 o The abscissa \1alue is then the sample value 
-
desiredo 
Note: \'Shen abscissa repeated many times, the distribution of the sample values generated will approximate the original frequency distributiono 
~E,onential ~1str1bution given the mean or expected 
value 
The procedure is essentially the same except a 
table look-up of the values is unnecessary because 
this distribution can be expressed .,in an analytical 
form_: 
now -·1r •r• is a pseudo-random number., and because of 
· -·----:··,~
7
-:~,~~c-:-~ • ·· , · ·the· symmetry of the uniform distribution from i-thich 
····· ·· ··· ' · it came., . F(Xf ami 1-F(X) S.re .1~t~rch.a.ngeable, .. theret'or49L · . ··"· .. c.-e· /•' 
r: •\)\X e .. or · log r= -O(x · 
.. 
-- . ---- ~--~· -, 
- .. -- -.--·~------------_.,.-~--- :· .,_..---,. __ :.. ,._. -- -_ --··-;-_-- - -~-=-.-·-_· -··-....... - ---cc-------'.::-:-:-----: .. -- . ....::..:.=:··_.--:--·.:.-- - . - -- -_,_.=---------- ----~--- ---==-::: ~
-=~--~




-. ~ log r =- -EX log r 
Thus for each valu3 of the pseudoe,,,,random number 'r', 
a unique value of x is determined, tfhich 1r1111 talce 
on only non-negative values (since log r ~ O for 
O ~ r ~ l) and ~,111 follow the exponential dens1 ty 
function with the expected value EXe 
The folloiiing is a typical cycle of the logical 
operations in simulating an inventory situation: 
• 
1. Begin by setting the stock~on-hand at 
the reorder point levelo 
'\, 
2. Check the stock-on-hand plus any stock-
on-order against the reprd.er point • 
. 3. If the stock=on-(sum) is equal to or 
-less than the reorder point9 place an _ _______::.•-':....:__. --,--,---'---------.- ·---------·· 
- -- •. 
. .. ~ 
. \ ... ~. ,•. ~~~-· .. ~-·:.···- .. ;·,:~.--,·,--: ·-~-: ... ;,..,,-,:···-. ·:·- .. - ·: 
.. 
~ . 
. -- ·-···· ·- ·, ·.· ,.. ·-·-.-· --··- .. ·----· ---
. : . / . 
.. · J · .. 
. 'f-· 
' 
order for the order quantity (draw a ¢, 
..•• ...:..--... ,r-9' 
::·:i> ····:. s·ample value from the· 1ead time dis~ 
. ~ tribution to determine the nuinber of 
. tim~- periods from nota that· the order · · · 
- · will arrive )e Go to 4. 
-
, ·•··---- . ----- - . ~-' 
.. , 
• • -· '·-·--"--~-., 
_· __ •/ - ---.· •. '.. 
.·o •• c.. ••• -.·- • ., 
------·--·-··· - - - -- - ---· --- ----- - - ----·-----
If. the· stoc'l.c~on=(sum) is _g~eater than: 
·. (has not_ reached .. ). the ·reorder point, 
e, . 
proceedl to . draw a sample . dema,nd fromc- . . . 
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the demand d1stx~ibut1on: (or if 3 
is completed) e 
5iJ This demand value ia subtracted from 
the stock-on-hand, resulting in a new 
stock level at the end of the periodo 
60 Now since one period has passed, 1 is 
subtracted from all outstanding lead 
time values~ 
7~ If a lead time value is reduced to zero~ 
an amount equal to the order quantity 
is added to the stock-on-hande 
8. Then the statistical data for the period 
is calculated and the next period is 
consideredo 
.9. If a lead time value is not reduced to 
zero, statistical data for the period is 
calculated and the next period---is----- ___________ _c_-· -~~--. • •. 
v' 
considarede Statistical data for the 
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J:npu~ Form~t 
Data and parameter values should be read from the 
card as follot4S: 








order quantity (units) 
reorder point (units) cost of placing an order ($xxoxx) cost of carrying one unit of stock for one period ($xxoxx) cost of one unit short for 
_ one period ($xxoxx) demand· distribution sentinel 1 c:o empirical 2-= exponential 
,' '...- ..... 
-- -- ----- -- -------· ----- ---- - -·-----· --,-.--:--~_--_.-----,:;---~' ----------_-·--_--_--2-4- number of cycles (orders) to be -simulated 
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lead time (noo of time periods) 
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expected vaiue 
' 
. number- of demand level,------- .~~ frequ~ncy pairs demand level, frequency pairs_ 
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9utput Format 
ORDERING COST 
COST CARRY UNIT Il\N 
COST illJIT SHORTAGE 
LEAD Til~ IS x PERIODS 
ORDER QUANTITY 
REORDER POINT 
NOG OF CYCLES 
SilIDLATED 
DEMAl\ID HAS EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
WITH ~IBAN x o xx 
COST AVERAGES PER CYCLE 
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Test Problem ~43 
Finding the Root of a Polynomial 
with the Newton=Raphson Method 
- - -_ _;_.;. _ _.::_ :_ -
The Newton-Raphson method for finding a root of 
an equation is one of the most commonly used numer= '" 
1cal methods, being valuable with or without a 
computer. The method requires that an initial guess 
or the root be provided. The value of the polynomial 
and the value of its derivative are computed using this 
value. 
Foo .. 
- ., --4, ··;·) ', ~,. ""· 
. ' •I• ~. ' • 
' '. 
. . . 
. "' 
-~-- -- - -~ . 
-· ~------
,..: . '· . 
.•. J. 
X ' -~. . : -
.,; . . . 
' ,• ·; .. 
_ •-·~--~~:--~--___ ln this figure 'b' is the value of the polynomial at 
. ,"'• 
·· .~ .. =:=:, .. :::.:· the value of the derivative of the polyn,omial .at •x
1
'. ·. .·. •·· ·· .··.· .. · , 
Hence .E. = F(x1l : Ii' 1 {x1 ) { value of the derivative -- ---~- ______ : ______ : ____ · -----. 
· 'x1 ' and the slope ot the line tangent to the curv-e 18 .' i 
- -. . . 
a a 
. a~ ~l ) : . ,- . . _. ·.. ·, . . .. - .· 
·-·-······ --- . . - . - . 
. ,, . 
· ... ,,, . and now rearranging terms: .< F(:x:1 ) · . . ~···-··········-~~:~: .. · .. · .. __ · .. ·., ... ---------
. · . - . - a = --··- ····-an-d . x a x . + a · ·. 
F' (xl) ·. -.·_ . ~- . . 2 • .· 
. ' 
ao that · · ... x2 ~ Jt1 ,. ~ :::::: .~1 . .. lC:J!:1J-. - · · · · - - ,_ 
. > li' t (x l ) < C' 
,.. . ' 
: -. ' . 
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Thus, the Newton,~Raphson method aays that given a 
function of x, F(x) ;;;:: O, if .1c is an approximation to 
1 
the root. A better approximation is given by: 
F(xi) 
F •1x1 ) 
This formula is solved a sufficient number of timea 
to "converge" on a solution. Each computed x value is 
substituted back into the right-hand aide of the above 
formula to produce a new x value. This iterating pro-
cess is demonstrated below: 
\. ' ~ . ___ ,. " '" 
• L - ' - •• ,-• - - ~ 
' l, 
• ~.r·· ·-' .,.. . - . ,.., - -~ .. _ ........... ' ...... ~ '"'' - ..... .., 
,..,_,. ,· ·-·-
~ _;_,,,--.-· -"-~-· --,~ • -~---· --·-·••-,- .......... ,-..~ . . ----. -.4'. - .. -- .. ··~ --·-·· ' .. 
. .,,.,. 
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'It x were the "first @'uess 11 of the actual root. . ' l. t;) 
.,.-··' 
. . ~ .. · ... 
.. 
. ' ~ ., "' 
. . -. ,' . 
' ·. . . ' 
f . ~ 
' .·· ..... 
-~·· 
' ' .- : : value:, t,he first compµ,bation or the formula will pl'oduce "---····-
. - -..... _. 
__ ,.:-._~·-· ~-··,. 
x2 , repeating using x2 the formula computes x3
• This 
process repeats until the latest xis within a pre-
.Scribed· allowable . "error amount" or the actual root. 
. _,.__ . 
,_ 
.. •'' .'.' \\ 
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This iteration method, under certain conditions, 
may be unstable, that is, it might proceed away from 
the root (diverge) or not converge at all (oscillate)~ 
A limit to the number of iterations should be incorpor-
ated and an appropriate message if this condition has 
been reached0 
To compute the derivative of the polynomial for 
use in the correction term F(x)/F'(x) 1n a. subroutine, 
consider as nth degree polynomial in general form as: 
• • • • 
The derivative in general is: 
(a2 )+ (2a3 )x + _(3a4 )x2 
. --- - ---- ···-
~-
• • • • 
.-The coefficients in the parenthesis w11i __ 
1
have to be 
computed. 
-When the absolute value or the correction term· 
is less than some error l~mit., epsilon, then the last ... 
computer xis the root approximation· good to sufficient 
accuracy. 
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Input Forma .. t 
Contents 
Read an in,tager (ma:.it 10) describing how many sets of data follow 
Read an integer as an index limit, then read up to 10 real numbers, the amount to be determined by the integer index limit 
Note: coefficients are read in order as a1 , a2 o o o 
Read a single real number to be used as a starting point (first guess) 
Read an egsilon (error ii--mit) test value {like 10-) 
' '. -
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Teet Problem #4 
Solving a Syatem of Simultaneous Equations 
by the Gauas-Sisdel Method 
The Gauss-Siedel method for solving a system of 
simultaneous equations does not apply for all syatema 
o:r equationsei When it does apply, it is quite attractive, 
but the method does require the following condition: 
In every row, the main diagonal term (the 
one 'fli th the same row and colwnn number) 
must dominate the other terms in that rowo This means that the absolute value of the 
main diagonal term must be greater than the 
sum of the absolute values of all the other terms in the rowo 
Method of Gauss-Siedel Iteration 
Let ua illustrate the method in terms ot a system 
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. __ -·--···- ·---· --· Suppose we make guesses at the values .or x2 · and x3 - · , ; - <,J ·· ·-- ·· 
it doesn't matter whether they are·good·guesses.; zeros. 





writing a prime to indicate that it is a. -new approximation: 
J /. 
.. . . . 
- - - ---
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Now using the value for x' and the initial guess at 
1 
x3~ we solve the second equation for x2 : 
b2 - a2lxl + a23X3 
tr=::_ L :..~:.=.:= .e= - . '"--- ___ ;;... ·-=: - _;,c; 
a22 
Finally, using the new approximation for xi and x~, we 
solve the third equation for x3: 
X 1 = b3 - 8 31Xi - 8 3~ 12 3 
a33 
This process of computing a ne111 value for each 
of the variables constitutes one iteration0 Now we 
perform anothe.r iteration, always using the most re-
cently computed value of each variableo If the system 
·or equations satisfies the criterion that the diagonal 
terms dominate their rows, the iteration scheme is 
guaranteed to converge to a solution, regardless o·t 
·_ the initial guesses us.ed. 
Statement of the Problem 
We wish to t&rite a program ~hat will apply the 
· Gauss~Siedel method to. any system ·or up t_9 20 equations •. · 
. . . 
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If 
I 
l@ a test to determine if the condition of 
dominance is satisfied (stop and print a 
suit~ble message if it 1a not)o 
2. a test for convergence to decide t:11hen the 
approximations cire close enough() 
3o an iteration counter to stop the process 
if for any reason it fails to convergee 
.Output Format 
* *GAUSS-SIEDEL METHOD FOR SOLVING SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS** 
NO~ OF UNKNOWNS xx 
EPSILON x.xxxxxxx 
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- •... :, 
compare differ-
ence -with 
_________ .epsilon test . 
· check iteration 
cou.nter=print 
__ .est1·mat·e-_rQots 
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"_' _,__ .. rert.urn-:-and------·----, 
_ start next_ 
it·,iration u:n(e 
. le~s testr, say . 
finished-. 
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number of unknowns 
convergence test (epsilon) _ 
maximum allowable 
noo of iterations 
r 
Content 
Row number coefficient 
Column numb·er of 
coefficient 
Coefficient 
Sentinel: zero on 
all cards except 
last 
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Listi~ of D-i ae;nostic Error rJJ:essages for 
3DS 940 SIG"L'\. Cornputer - Time-Sharing System 
ERRORS IN LIBRARY OOUTINES 
1. ARGUMENT IN COMPLEX LIBRARY FUNCTION IS NOT REAL, INTEGER OR COMPLEX. 
2. ARGUMENT IN EXTENDED PREC ... ISION LIBRARY FUNCTION IS NOT REAL, INTEGER OR EXTENDED 
, 
PRECISION .. 
3. ARGUMENT IN REAL LIBRARY FUNCTION IS NOT REAL, INTEGER OR EXTENDED PRECISION. 
4 .. ERROR IN COMPLEX ARCTANGENT. 
5. ERROR IN HYPERBOLIC FUNCTION. 
6. EXPONENT TOO LARGE IN EXPF FUNCTION .. 
7 .. MORE THAN ONE ARGUMENT IN A LIBRARY FUNCTION REQUIRING ONLY ONE. 
8. NEGATIVE ARGUMENT IN SQUARE ROOT. 
9 .. NEGATIVE OR ZERO LOGARITHM. 
10. NOT TWO ARGUMENTS IN A TWO ARGUMENT LIBRARY FUNCTION. 
· 11. NUMBER TOO LARGE TO BEJINTEGERIZED .. 




1. A FORMATTED OPERATIO.N TO A BINARY FILE OR ·A.BINARY OPERATION TO A SYMBOLIC FILE •. 
2. ALPHABETIC DATA CAN ONLY BE STORED IN A REAL VARIABLE. 
' 
' 
-----------·-- . - --- ___ ,_ ·--~ - . -• 
. ; 
.. 3. AN ATTEMPT HAS BEEN MADE TO OUTPUT A VARIABLE WHICH HAS NEVER BEEN -SlOREOdNIO~.:c;~L_:_~·;=,,~i--- .:. ~- ·:~:-::\:,"~:~(: - . . • • - 'c' .·.' •·. -~·· - . ··- .·-- _:_·__ ·····_-_:_ ___ -· ·. ~ . ...:.::·' ____ _. ______ • ..;. _______ ;·- _; ..: __ . --------- - -- ·----- - -- -- . . -·-> ,_._,.:_" __ -- . 4. BOOLEAN VARIABLES CAN BE OUTPUT ONLY WITH AN 11 A11 FORMAT. 
• ~. :q _ ..• 5. FIELD WIDTH GREATER THAN 63. 
. .. O' 
6. FIELD WIDTH LESS THAN NUMBER OF DIGITS AFTER DECIMAL PO-INT.· . 
•· '. 
. . . t, 
. . . 
· --- ,--~;._ _________ _::~,--·7~- FILE CAN NOT BE OPENED - MAY ALREADY' BE OPEN •. 
,· '. ,·.. ,' 
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, 8~ FILE DESIGNATOR IS NOT IN RANGE 0~4. 
' ._ ... 
~ . ' .. ~----:----i9-. Alc--AAS_N_f~lE_R.BE-E--N--0 PE NED.---·----· 
. .10. FILE NAME NOT IN DIRECTORY. 
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Listing of Diagnostic Error Messages for 















ILLEGAL FORM OF SCALE FACTOR. 
ILLEGAL HOLLERITH COUNT IN DATA STATEMENT. 
ILLEGAL REPETITION NUMBER. 
ILLEGAL RIGHT PARENTHESIS IN DATA STATEMENT • 
ILLEGAL RIGHT PARENTHESIS IN FORMAT NEST. 
:,.;· " 
INPUT FORM BINARY FILE TO A STRING OR TEXT VARIABLE NOT ALLOWED. 
INPUT NUMBER IS TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL. 
INPUT STRING HAS AN ILLEGAL PRIME-QUOTE COUNT. · 
LOGICAL VARIABLE BEING INPUT WAS ALL BLANK. 
LOGICAL VARIABLE DOES NOT ST ART WITH T OR F. 
NUMBER OF DIGITS AFTER DECIMAL POINT GREATER THAN'. 
ONLY AN INTEGER CAN BE USED FOR A SCALE FACTOR. 
ONLY THE CHARACTER "A" IS ALLOWED IN "A" FORMAT PART. 
. 29. ONLY THE CHARACTER 110 11 IS ALLOWED IN 110 11 FORMAT PART •. · -----
~ 
30. 1··0UTPUT OF A STRING OR TEXT VARIABLE TO A BINARY FILE NOT ALLOWED • 
.. 
31. OVERFLOW OF DATA STATEMENT NESTING STACK. 
t 32~ OVERFLOW OF FORMAT NESTING STACK • 
. . 
., ' 




. . ~ . "'.' 
- .... ..--
-
. _ .... __ ____ -···--- - .. ·34 ... SCALE FACTOR TOO LARGE. . 
., 
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· 35. STRING VARIABLES CAN BE OUTPUT ONLY WITH AN "A" FORMAT OR WITH FREE FORM OUTPUT. 
. ·.·• - . 
.. J6.-.. ·-·TE-RMlNAl:--B0llARS1GN·lfSMISSING .. FROM-TEXT.TN .... FORMAl~-------··-·-· _.:._ ____ ._ ----·--·--, ...,--.--. -- ._. ---~~~- .. ,, _ ....... . 
37. UNEXPECTED END=OF-filEo 
· 38. ZERO COUNT FOR HOLLERITH FORMAT PART. 
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Listing of Diagnostic Error Messages for 
9Lio S!'Cl'·'L\ Computer - Time-Sharing Syst0rn (continued) 
MIS-Cia...~·' ME S ERRORS 
l. A=O AND B NON-POSITIVE IN A~r-ctB. 
2. A IN A**B NOT TYPED REAL OR INTEGER. 
3. A IS NEGATIVE AND BIS TYPED REAL IN A**B. 
4. ATTEMPT TO DIVIDE BY ZERO. 
5. ATTEMPTED ARITHMETIC \A/ITH LOGICAL VALUE. 
6. B IN A**B NOT TYPED REAL OR INTEGER. 
7. CALL TO UNDEFINED EXTER~~Al ROUTINE. 
._., ·•"•• ~ c~~ .-,-., ,uu•· ••. - , 
-- • •-~.~·--·--,. ~----~·--•-u- " 
'.• •• ·- h -,- -· - -. -8. COMMON ILLEGALLY LENGTHENED BY"/' 
9. DIMENSIONED VARIABLE HAS NO SUBSCRIPT. 
... 10. DO INCREMENT APPEARS IN A DECLARATIVE STATEMENT. . . 
·,. ,i 
11. DO MAXIMUM APPEARS IN A DECLARATIVE STATEMENT. 
12. DO MINIMUM APPEARS IN A DECLARATIVE STATEMENT. 
13. DO VARIABLE APPEARS IN A DECLARATIVE STATEMENT. 
14. EXTERNAL ROUTINE NAME USED AS VARIABLE. 
------15~ GO TO VARIABLE HAS NOT BEEN ASSIGNED TO A STATEMENT LABEL. 
16. LABEL MISSING. 
-- ---"---
- • r' f 
-' , .. 
. .•. ., t . 
17. LOGICAL OPERATOR REQUl'RES REAL OR INTEGER OPERANDS. 
' . · . 
. 18... MULTIPLE DECLARATION OF 11/' 
19. NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTS INCORRECT. 
--· 
- -- . --· . 




;·.,. .!..--'.- ·-·----····· -
. -20. STORAGE CAPACITY EXCEEDED BY 11/' 
21. STORING LOGICAL VALUE I~TO NON-LOGlGAL--VARlABl:c~ 
22. STORING NON-LOGICAL VALUE INTO. LOGICAL VARIABLE.-----'~--~ ;:_....· __.,.-__,..,..·. -~~--_.._,.-•. • •--- r•-.•-'.'•' ·-·-•--
. · · 23. ·STRING AND TEXT FUNCTIONS NOT IMPLEMENTED. · J, .· . . 
24 •. SUBSCRIPT NOT TYef_OJi.EAL __ Qll.l.Nif.G.ER.-~~'--· ----~--:-~-~,--.;.---:---~---___.,...- ---------~.. ------»~-----~---···~-----·····- . ' -- - - . ' . . . . . -· 25._ S~BSCRIPT V ~LUE TOO. LA~GE;. -
. 26. SUBSCRIPT VALUE TOO SMALL. 
. 
-· 
. 27. · SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE ,NOT DIMENSIONED· •. 
' 
' 
. 23. VALUE OF GO TO VARIABLE TOO LARGE • 
. 290 VARIABLE HAS NOT BEEN AS5IGt'1ED 
30. $ .. LABEL-lS-MI-SSIN·G •. · --'--'-'--,--------~---,--
c·· ·-"P• •· ••, ·: • • ., ·- . ,• • 
. -.... -- -
- . -- ·:- ' .. --· .• . .r. 
. ' 
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Diacnostic Error Measures 
Batch System IBM 1130 
-
W~KING STORAGE EXCEEDED Tho working 11toro:s,0 creo on di.Gk fo too ~~II to o·.CC(!;1A.7~a tho coin-pll~ progrom in dlt:k ~f~ fol7CDt, 
Moro than flvo cootlrwotioo o:ucb, M cootlnu.oHCtl ec:rd ovt acf iequcnco. 
Syntax orrff tn CALL LINK at CALL EXll' 11t'C'lh:,m,:-,:mt. 
Undetcmntnablo, mft:Z-pollecl, or iMcmx:tly f~ ato~t. 
Statement out o-f 1-e,qvem:o. 
Statemt,nt follow Ing STOP, RETURN, CALL LINK, CALL EXIT, GO TO, o:r IF :h::itc-m..."'1'\t doe, nm h.wo utctement rAA~. 
Nome longer than fivo cha.racteru, er ~ not ;lm'ting wHh cm olphabetlc charactor. 
Incorrect or mtuing subscript wlthin dimcmion informatlatt {DIMENSION, COMMON, REAL, or INTEGER). 
Duplieato 1totoment numbor. 
Syntax error in COMMON &totomont. 
Duplieoto name In COMMON statement. 
Syntax ertot In FUNCTION or SUBROUTINE atotement. 
Poromote-r (dummy argument) cppaom In COMMON atot..,..,.t. ~ ..... 
Namo appears twice a; a pcsramctcr In SUBROUTINE ot FUNCTION 11totG'ment. 
•toes control record in Q aubprcgrcm. 
Syntcm error in DIMENSION atatmMnt. 
Subprcgram nemo In DIMENSION utataMnt. 
Namo dimoniic:msd mcra th1:nfl cnco, CtT not di,,...,.ioned on flnt app-GGranco of nomm. 
Syntax errCT fn REAL, INTEGER, er EXTERNAL statement. 
Subprcgram no:mo tn REAL m INTIEGER a~t. . 
r-..tama in EXTERNAL th~ b e.ibo In @ COMMON or DIMENSION ;tatomont. 
If IX 01 FLOAT In EXTERNAL ,tot..,.,. 
Invalid rc=il ecm1mnt. 




C34 Und-ofil'K:d va.rioble in wl,,,~ipt e1'pt't$Sf on, 
ClS ~ of si.;b.criphl in a GV~rlpt c~loo decl no, o,groo 't'tll'h tho dtmeruicm lnfcrm:oticn. 
C36 Invalid crithm,,atic ,totemont or vcriohfe; or, in o FUNCTION wbprogrorn tho loft sldo of en arlrh."OOtic 11to-t~t in a dummy argument ar in COMA-\ON. 
C37 Syn tent error In IF utatCffl(:!nt. 
CJS lnvalid ex~~ion in IF statem~nt. 
C39 Syntax error or Invalid otmple ~nt In CALL 110-Ctamont. 
C40 Invalid oxpr.:mlon in CALL stotom,;i-ni. 
C41 Invalid expretJion to tho loft of cm cquol sign ln a ntatemont function. 
C42 Invalid oxpreulon to the right of an equal aisn in a atatoment function, 
CC3 In on IF, GO TO, or 00 statement, a statomant number is mttJJing, invalid, incorrectly placod, er ill tha rnsmbor of a FORMAT 1tatomcnt. 
C..W Syntax error in READ or WRITE statement. 





·----- '": ~ .. ... 
C53 
. 
FORMAT statement number miZllina or Incorrect in a READ or WRITE atatement. 
Syntax error in input/output list; or an invalid list olement; «, in a FUNCTION subprogram, tho input list element 11 a dummy argumant or in COMMON. 
Synhffl errcr In GO TO utatomant. 
lndeJt of CJ computed GO TO iB ml$»inQ, lnvalfd, or not preceded by a comma. 
. · 
• 
*TRANSFER TRACE or 0 ARITHMETIC TRACE control mcord present, with no 0 10CS control roconJ in a mainlino program. 
Incorrect nesting of DO etat0monts; 01 ttlo tCfflilinal atat.ment of the cmcciatod DO 11tat0mont in a GO TO, IF, RETURN, FORMAT, STOP, PAUSE, 01 DO statomC111t • 
Moro than 25 ncgted DO otu~tD. ' . 
Syntmc offot in DO 11tatome11f o 
lnltlal .vcluo in DO omromont fl zero. lnv@lid integer constant. 
-
·, C55 . . 
. 
. 
~--"La"'~---~ -- , --~· -·-·--·. -
M«a than 15 dummy argumantt; ordl,pllcoN-cfw:linyag,iment In·-oh:lltcment funetlcm mgurnent lfat. 
. · CS6 
. ·. 
,·,·:.: ... _ .. ;•...,~,~··~-.-----,:_~. ·---- . ~. 
06 . Rieh? p::roaWICJfo mtmlftS! mm a svrcrlpt ..-1~. CS7 
Synkm e:n01 in BACKSPACE atatement. 
Syn~1' mm in REWIND o~tom@nt. 
-~----- -~~----·------·· -··-: _________ _.__ _ _ --Synmn emi-,n-END._FILE Offlklmant. y-a-··---
.. 
..... 
01 Syi1~ mrm In fFOOMAT amtcmcnt. _____ ·--·--·-· -~-----..::...-----11----.......-C:S 












Swoai,~0l!J v€3i~lo IR @ a~tcment fum~l1a. 
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Syntmt Cff'c:r In _PAUSE otaroment. 
. 
. . st~ . 
. Bntegsr Cwt:Jhmt in STOP o:r PAUSE statement ii griotw than 9999. 
~v tmCQIMhio nta~cmontbofero END etatemant to not c STOP, GO TO, ·IF, CALL LINK, CALL EXBTo :or RETl)RN Gta~emon~o 
Siaiooont ecmmins moro toon 15 c:HffGrcnt ti,~cript G~FOOBi@1lll. 
Smtcma1t tee lq m ho o~rmod~ -oocqi:uac, @f cefflpilor OllP@nahm of o:~cri&Jt e~tm er e~11Gr @fl1Hlffil @f soncm~ ~ry fl~!a lcootlmao 
. .t 
























( (!Or1 tinuc:cl) 
Cem-0 of Error 
. 
V~loblo mi::Kfo equlvolmt to on olem-ont of on array In 11uch o 
monnor a, to (.OVO-S tho crroy to axt.imd beyond Iha origin o-f thti 
C ONt.Vl ON are,o. 
Two vor10:ble11 or array olornenh In COA.W(?N Of'O oqvafcd, or tho 
relorivo locofioru of two voriahlen or on-oy olomGntn ora o:ufgncd 
moro than onco (dirs-ctly a- lodiroctfy). 
Syntax ®rr0t in an EQUIVALENCE Gtotcmont; or en Illegal 
vmlahlo noma in an EQUIVALENCE li11t. 
Subprogram d~ not contain a RETURN 1taf~nt, or a moinlino 
program contai011 o RETURN otatcmont. 
No DEFINE FILE 1totomerit In a rriainllno program that hot diak 
READ, WRITE, or FIND statemooh. 
SyntaJ:t error In DEFINE FILE ltatema:int. 
Dvplicato DEFINE FILE atotorMnt, moro 1hon 75 DEFINE FILES, 
or DEFINE FILE 11totement In uubprogrcm. 
Synta>< error In rscotd number of dlsk READ, WRITE, or FIND 
atatemont. 
Syntax orror in DATA datamont. 
Namos and comtonto In o DATA statement not In a one to ane 
corroi,pcndenc:o. 
Mhcod mcda in DATA lltatament. 
Invalid hollorith ccrutant in a DATA statement. 
Invalid ho><adocimol upociflcaHon In o DATA statement. 
Varlablo In a DATA utatcmcnt not UHd olsowhem In the program. 
COMMON variablo locded with a DATA apaclfleation. 
DAT A statement too long. 
' 
'----'--------~------~-......... -:-__ :-_'.":' __ -·-- -·-----·-
























Ccv-;o of Error 
No "'IOCS card op-peered with tho mafnlino progrom and 
1/0 wCJ oftomptad ln a eubrouHM. 
Logfcol unft dcfin.ed lncorroctfy, ot No "lOCS control 
record for cpocUlod 1/0 dcvlco. 
RequC:11tcd rocord O-lCCoech allocotod buffo·r lll:o. 
Illegal choroctcr oncoonterod In lnput rocoro. 
E1'lp<lne-nt too Iorgo or too 1unall In Input f1afd. 
Moro than 0110 f oncountcred In Input flafd. 
Moro than ono 11lgn oncotmtcrsd In lnput field. 
Mero than ona doclmol point oncovntered in input fte,d. 
\ 
Recd of output-only devlco, or Wrfto\~f (nput-cnly 
dGvlca, 
Real variablo trareJmlttcd with an I format apeclfication or 
Integer vorioblo trammlttoo with on E « F fonnat 
opeclficotlon. 
'lllegaf unit raferonco. * 
• Read list ox coeds length of write lilt. 
• Record does not exist for read lilt element. 
Maximum length of $$$$$"'area on the dlslc has been 
exceedo-d. Thia error le unrecovarablo and results in o 
CALL EXIT.•) 
FIie not defined by DEFINE FILE atatomont. 
file record too forgo, equal to zero, or negative. 
Diak FIO (SDFIO) hm not been initialized. 
Subscripting hos destroyed tho Oofino File Table. _Thia_ 
occurs when a euoocript OMcoeda tho npoclficotion •n a 
DIMENSION atatcment. 
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Example of Bartl_ett 's Teat t'or H,omosc_edaet1c1tl_ 
To illustrate Bartlett's test consider the following 
For the analysis of the occurrence and persistence 
of program errors as measured by the maximum number of 
error lr'Un units associated with the highest error of that 
group» t11e have : 
Maximum Error Run Units: 
total - all cause) 
System (system column 
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-Conversational 
_J)ro_blem l 
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~ 12 log 
= 12 log 
No~, we have 
M : 2¢3026 
C ~ 1 + 1 
9 
M/C g- 4e83 
lof3~ 
n los(.;[ Vti °'i1./") 
tr s/!. 10 •'In)~ l I -s,1. ;,, -:. l:t ~ !}:) :::.- ,~- (.¥,,) 1 
(5ol75 - 30078): 
<j = J) ~ 1.139 
~ 40235 
,. 
. ... . 
The chi=aquare value for the .05 level (~0.05) for 
n: 4~1~ 3 degrees of freedom is 7o82o Since our M/C is less than this 9 the null.hypothesis that the variance· 
all come from the same universe is not rejectedc We 
conclude that· the variability of the process is constant. 
!\. 
- ~-- --- ~-
-
- --- - ------ --
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Example of ~ap_~n-Welch Teat 
To illustrate the use of the Aspin=Welch test for 
differences between two sample meana consider again the 
results of the Maximum Error Run Units figures for the 
































































Set x 2 . 
.. 6 . .. ______ :1,--
·- :C ---- ~-- ~ - .·. .. - · . ... - ,- -. -
. · · 7' 1- ~ 
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Supposing te1e are unt@J1111ng to assume that the aarne 
variation exiate under both experimental ruodes e Then itle 
I 
- -caa1 teat the hypothesis that t 8 ~ X. ia 
' 
aa follows: 
~,= ~-Q llcO 3eP ~.o 5o0 600 3o0 5e0 = 5~37 
8 
~(~~-x~" 
= ~ )(! =(bt:)iNi. 
~~ m, ,- > H 
-
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=. (.205) 2 + {. 795}2 
7 7 
Hence the test is: 
-
.. :. • r 
'' ,--. •• -_ •• - __ - ~--· - ··-- - "· •.•.• ,. ------·- - ··- .4 .. .,. -- - '. - .... -




t = .657 
! 
-
----- - - - ---- - -----------=--- - ~-=.,e____, 
- --- ----------------------
... - -·---. ,., ~-.··------. -
which is less than the t. 05 , 10 points= 2.228. In 
. --
-. 
tact t .. g§} 1.812 and even at 20%.ll t = · 1.372. 
· .10,10 · · .02,10 
.p o ~ I We, there.1.ore, accept the typothesis that R and ><a. 
. - . B -
equal.SI and thus we cannot discriminate between the two 
·-
- - -- - . - · -----
. programming modes, batch and conversational time-sharing. . --·;;-
- - --- - - - - --- -- ---
.~ •·------,~·:~- .. .,..~.__··,'c," -·---~·· •. _·_,.~'-.,_. ____ ._ __ _, 
. ' 
• . ~ ' I 
; Note particularly that we, lost four degrees of freedom 
. '. . ' . ' . 
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___ .... as . compare-&, to- tne ordinary . t test . . 
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